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their construction by the bureau of
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ample, there is a woman living here
There Is In effect In Georgia a state
place at home. He said when he left of pieces. After the clothing of the upwho to the people of Bedford Is a use
regulation which provides that all cat the prison he went
ful spinster earning a living by
straight home and per part of his body was all gone his
tle going through the dipping vat shall at once took
Doesn't
a bit!
Drop a little
up his abode In the old trousers and drawers followed the rest "Freezone" hurt
lng cakes and buns. But to hip she be marked with
on an aching corn, instantly
paint nt each dipping. well. He said for several months he Into the mill, leaving him standing
Is a little old Cinderella, with flat feet,
corn
that
stops hurting, then shortly
This regulation lias been of great as- in his yard amid a raging snowstorm
1
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Truly!
red hands and a wrinkled face.
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with
the exception of his
stark naked
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to
whose
few
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for
sufficient
a
It
riders,
Range
shoes and stockings.
cents,
duty
ears which bequeaths her a fortune. to
up any cattle not marked with
Samson strength had saved remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
pick
Durkee's
between the toeB, and the calluses,
The testator lives in another state. paint, are employed in euch
him from being dragged Into the ma- corn
county.
without soreness or irritation.
He was her lover many years ago, Undipped cattle are taken to the
chine to certain death. '
dip
She has forgotten him.
ping vat and dipped at the expense of
Naturally.
"eU, all this legal knowledge! of the owner, or tf the owner tanhot be'
Ethel She swears she's never been
MONSTERS OF SEA IN BATTLE
'
their affairs has the effect of remov found, they are treated as strays and
kissed.
ing me from the unintelligent audi sold for the expenses incurred in their
Clara Is that why she swears?
ence. I am In the wings behind the gathering and dipping.
Captain Sees Hundreds of Whales Dy
To this sys
ing After Desperate Fight With
stage, a sort of 'property man,' who tem, the Department of Agriculture at
Tne man who gets as large a salary
Swordfish.
manages the first scene after the tributes the satisfactory results In rid
as he thinks he deserves Is overpaid.
funeral."
ding the state of ticks. In fact, It is
London, England. That the mon
said there are fewer undipped cattle
Always think twice before purchassters of the deep fight In groups as well
In Georgia, In counties In which tick
How Device Shuts Out Rain.
ing anything offered at a sacrifice.
as
engage In personal encounters, is
An automatic device which takes eradication Is being carried on, than
r
testified to by Capt. O. Evered Poole.
care of the windows of a house or In any other state,
a commissioner in the Gold Coast colThe Importance of freeing the South
apartment, and closes them when it be'
ony, who writes the following to his
gins to rain, has been perfected by L. of ticks is emphasized by the increase
brother :
Accidents Are to Be Expected at
M. Phelps of Philadelphia. It is quite In the number of markets which are
"Between Sierra Leone and Sekondl
Grade Crossing of This Kind.
automatic and its action is said to be being closed to ticky cattle. Follow
we steamed through, for over an hour,
In his device a loop lever, ing a resolution recently passed by the
positive.
a blood-resourl, Montana, Nebraska, New Hamp connected with a
sea and saw hundreds of
stationary rod at- Maryland state board of agriculture,,
shire, New Mexico, New York, North tached as a
whales dead or dying on the surface
permanent fixture to the prohibiting the shipment of ticky cat
Hi
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
of the water. Some were Just able to
Oregon, lower corner of the
upper window tle into the state for any purpose, the
Bell-an- s
move slowly along; a few, If any,
6
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South snsh, Is held in position by a narrow
Department of Agriculture has Issued
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vir
could move quickly. There must have
Hot water
a notice to bureau of animal Industry
of blotting paper.
strip
West
Wis
been u sanguinary battle, supposed to
Virginia,
ginia, Washington,
Relief
Sure
So long as the paper is dry it is inspectors to the effect that shipments
consin and Wyoming.
have been put up by swordfish.
to hold the delicately ad- of cattle from quarantined areas can
Most of the mileage thus approved rigid enough
"It was a most appalling sight, and
ELL-AIM- S
lever, but a single drop of rain not be received at the Union stock
embraces graded earth, sand-claand justed
the extent of the bloody expanse must
will so soften the paper that It allows yards, Baltimore, Md. ; the J. A. White- roads.
Of those types of road
have represented the death of many
254 and 75 Packages. Everywhere
gravel
the loop of the lever to fall and thus field Co., Frederick, Md. ; the Bennlng
way, t lie department approved projects
more whales than were visible.
No
to release the pressure of the lever Union stock yards, District of Colum
The cost of.
one on our ship had ever seen or even
totaling 1,044.7 miles.
the lower sash. Since the sash bia, and the Carolina Packing- Co.,
heard of anything approaching such
constructing these roads, comparative against
N. C,
Is weighted with a bag of sand or small
Wilmington,
ly small, will total $10,949,286.17
a spectacle before."
winand
the
will
close
It
shot,
drop
Is estimated, and of that sum a total
HORSE MUST HAVE EXERCISE
of $4m905.62 has been allotted from dow against the rain.
DOG STANDS GUARD 3 DAYS
In addition to acting in case of rain
federal-aifunds.
a
to
work
it
can
at
be
made
prede To Maintain Normal Health and Made His Home at the
Various kinds of macadam roads, bl
pcttom of a Keeps Long Vigil on Sweater That If you are troubled with pains or
termined time by alarm clock. Poputumlnous macadam
Strength He Should Be 'Kept
predominating,
Deep Well.
Master Told Him to
aches; feel tired; have headache,
Outside During Winter.
total !KM!i miles In length. Construc- lar Science Monthly.
Watch.
never came above the surface during
tion of these roads will cost approxl
indigestion, insomnia; painful pasAbsurd Peace Conference.
The horse cannot maintain his the day. He said food was lowered
sage of urine, you will find relief in
niately $2,944,771.56, and of this sum
Charles City, La. "As faithful as a
At the pence conference of 1856, normal health and strength unless he to him in a bucket at night. Owens
federal-aifunds to the extent of
has been forcefully brought to
$1,281,920.16 will be available under that nssemhled in Paris to arrange a secures about the same amount of dug a room back from the well shaft, dog"
settlement after the Crimean war, exercise as he would obtain In travel- set up his bed and arranged for his the attention of this community by the
the department's approval.
faithfulness of the dog owned by Harltoads of the highest type to be con- secrecy was carried to such a length ing from five to six miles a dny. To comfort.
For the last three years he has spent ry Uhe.
structed of concrete, bituminous con that the president of the conference. obtain this he should be kept outside
Uhe went to his farm to fell some
crete, brick and block, total 264.75 Count Colonna Walewskl, tried to keep as much as possible during the winter much time on the surface, he said,
miles In lenpth. and are estimated to the deliberations not only from the months and be housed In a cool, well even to the extent of helping with the trees and laid a heavy sweater on the
work about the place.
It appeared ground previous to engaging In his The world's standard remedy for kidney,
cost $11,459,790.06. Toward their con public, but from the several members ventilated barn, properly bedded.
the dog, which had liver, bladder and uric add troubles and
the officers had given up the hunt and work and bade
struction the government has allotted of the conference Itself, by putting the
'
to watch
him,
the Nstionsl Remedy of Holland since 1698.
from federal-aifunds $4,012,646.35, British representatives into one room, MARKETING SURPLUS GRAINS believed him gone. Then he became accompanied
Three sizes, all druggists.
The total estimated cost of the various the Russians into another, the Prus
careless, he said. Last week an officer sweater.
The young man had his right leg Look for tha mam Cold Medal oa
learned he was at home again. They
bos
bridges to be built Incidental to con sians into a third, while he wandered
Farmers Tempted to Use Supply had been
and accept so imitation
struction of the highways Is placed la and out amongst them, "with diplo Many
hearing that "at home again" broken by a falling tree and was taken
of Feed for the Purpose of
to
home.
was
his
The
to
faithful
dog
nods
and
matic
and
nine
But
for
went.
federal-aiwhispers.
sighs
at $1,478,140.77, of which
years.
they
They
Producing Beef.
Lord Clarendon probably put nn end
came upon him suddenly. He made his trust, and three days later passers-bfunds of $710,954.45 are nvallnble.
found him still "on guard," apparo that by demanding an instant inter
a run for the well, but they got him.
Cheap feed and relatively low prices Owens says he will not try to escape ently not having forsaken his post nor
view with Louis Napoleon, whom be
To Undertake Survey.
home rather than for feeders are tempting many to turn this time. He Says his family Is In broken his long fast.
The bureau of public roads of th told that he would go
surplus roughage and feed Into beef. good shape and can get along without
farce.
continue
the
United States Department of AgriThis course offers one of the most at him, so he will stick it out.
culture will shortly undertake a sur
tractive ways of marketing certain
Ousting Ground Squirrels.
What can be more dlsaereeable than a
Feudist, Aged Nine,
vey of the mileage, cost, character of
grains and coarse feeds. It Is ImIda
home infested with pests; Destroy them
ground
By
squirrels
combating
construction nnd general condition of
HELP
Afire
House
CONVICTS
Sets
FIGHT
one
FIRE
that
buys his feeders at
with Steams' Electric Paste, the standard
ho farmers saved over $1,250,000 In portant
the highways throughout the country
exterminator for more than 43 years.
coun- a reasonably low figure.
crops during 1918. Twenty-twCal.
As
an outgrowth
Chlco,
Warden of Clinton Prison Sends Therr
Kill rats, mice, cockroaches, wsterbugs
In
ties and 4,025 farmers
Build Roads for People.
Prevent Loss in Lambs.
of a family feud extending over
to Blaze in Town and All
or ants in a single night. Does not blow
out the squirrel pest, and as
In deciding on the kind nnd qualltj stamping
You will take a loss of from 25
Ruthree years,
Return.
away like powders; ready for use: better
result 277,751 acres were cleared of cents to $1 a head If
of ronds to bo built, It would be well
than traps. Directions In 15 languages in
you do not dock
dolph Mastkovlch of Thermallto,
Is estimated that this
for the state authorities to keep in the rodents. It
lambs.
the work when the
Do
your
every box. Order from your dealer.
according to his confession, set
work In
Plattsburg, N. Y. Convicts from
mind the fact that the roads are to ground squirrel eradication
lambs are a few duys old; and cas- Clinton
2 px. size 35c 15 oz. size $150.
home
to
A.
C.
fire
the
of
In
fire
cent
the
helped
5
of
saved
prison
total trate the lambs at the same time.
fighters
per
he built for the people nnd not merely Idaho
of
to
also
when
the
the
Thermalito,
morning
get
Heraitltcblnf ft Ptcotlnf Attachment. Works
early
village
crops of that state which formerly
for the contractors.
on any Rawing macn.; easily adjusted. Price
of Dannemora was threatened. The
revenge.
Rudolph Is the son of
ent to pay the yearly rodent tribute.
I2.&0 delivered,
with full Instructions.
Gem
Grazing for Hogs.
Mastkovlch and conAdirondack
hotel burned
George
s one fanner phrases It, "I used to
Novelty Co., Box 1031, Corpus Chrlstl, Texas.
unoccupied
A succession of pasture crops foi
Vehicles Distributed.
to
Officer
fessed
Probation
E.
S.
loss..
with
$25,000
Watson
The Department of Agriculture has consider that the squirrels had a hogs will be necessary on many farms
He to)d Bybee that he
Warden M. Kulser released 40 conBybee.
cent of my crops,
Wtahl
US
I U relent Lawyer, Goljgjn,
distributed practically all the surplus mortgage on 25 per
are
If
to
be
raised
hogs
economically
6et the fire because Mastellar's
victs to help fight the blaze In a high
of all 1
references.-Reas
devoured
Bates
reasonable.
Ulnneit
.act iocs.
they
motor vehicles controlled by the War
ten
two
and
sons, aged
fourteen
wind and zero weather. The prisonNow after I have cleared
produced.
HAVE VOC STOCKS TO TRADE? No
s
Bull Is Mainspring.
department for road building purposes
ers worked so hard the fire was kept
years old, respectively, had been
or selling. ERNEST O. WHITNKT, nos
my farm of squirrels I harvest and
In various states. The list includes
When all Is said and done, the bull from
Walnut Street. KANSAS CITT, MISSOURI.
with him.
fights
and
then
"picking"
to
returned
of
all
100
cent
save
I
the
spreading,
per
crops
21,124 triii-!nnd 3,299 automobiles.
Is the mainspring of success or failure
their cells.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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THE RESERVE

YOUNG GIRLS

NEE D

Travel Hard in
Arctic Waters

CARE

Mothers, watch your Daughters' Health
Health Is Happiness

From the time a girl reaches the
ee 01 twelve until womanhood is es
ne needs all the care
thoughtful mother can give.
The condition that the girl is then
is so critical, and may
Eassing through
effects upon
her future happiness and health, that
it is almost criminal for a mother or
guardian to withhold counsel or adtablished,

vice.

Many a woman has suffered years
of prolonged pain and misery through
having been the victim of thoughtlessness or ignorance on the part of
those who should have guided her
through the dangers and difficulties
that beset this period.
Mothers should teach their girls
what danger comes from standing
around with cold or wet feet, from
lifting heavy articles, and from overworking. Do not let them over-studIf they complain of headache, pains
in the back and lower limbs, they
need a mother's thoughtful care and

sister and
take It and
have only the highest praise for it. It
has been a household word in my
rrmrWa tinnoo fnr noon
Mn.
Katheryn Lynd, 2431 Gladys Ave.,

Places
COVERED

'

in

the World.
FLOES OF ICE

WITH

Makes

Footing of Explorers Danger- ous in Dash Northward Gulf
Stream Helps by Opening Up
Occasional Passages.

Washington. "The top of the world,
the region around the North pole,
which is constantly luring adventurous spirits through the frozen Arctic
waters and now daring ambitious pi"I was always feeling tired and
lots of alrplunes, vies with Mount Evwas
losing in weight and
sleepy,
erest for being the most inaccessible
would faint at times. I had other
place In the world," says a bulletin of
troubles too, that made me feel badsympathy.
the National Geographic society from
ly. I read your little books and heard
A Household Word in Mother's House
Its Washington headquarters.
friends talk about the good Lydia E.
writes Mrs. Lynd, about Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
"Where Siberia, Alaska, northern
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
done them, so I have taken it too.
Canuda, Greenland and Arctic Russia
The results are most satisfactory, for
"My mother gave me Lydia E.
dodge hither and yon on the Arctic cirPinkham's Vegetable Compound
I have gained in weight and my bad
cle they practically Inclose a great
when I was 14 years old for troubles
symptoms are gone. I recommend
area of ocean more or less crowned
have and for loss of
your Vegetable Compound to all my
girls often
with Ice. Greenland's most northern
friends and you may make whatever
weight Then after I married I took
the Vegetable Compound before
use you like of this tetter.
area, Peary Land, and Grunt Land,
each child was born and always when
which lies to the west, push themselves
Ramirez, 1116 9th Ave., Tampa,
I felt the least run down. Both my Florida.
out nearest the pole.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
Why Polar Travel Is Hard.
upon "Ailments
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request. Write
"If, from Cape Columbia, on the
to tbe Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
northern shore of Grunt Laud, the ArcThis book contains valuable information.
tic ocean would freeze over In a solid,
smooth block dining the mouths of
HORSES COTCHJNOT
ISB
dead winter, intrepid explorers could
probably push their dog sleds over to
the pole with less difficulty and danger.
Twenty-eigh- t
to break It up and get them back In condition.
The urea of the ocean, Instead, is covIn treating
has mada "SPOHN'S" Indispensable
yean' use
Coughs and Colds, Influenza and Distemper with their resulting ered with innumerable Hoes or cakes
nose
and
of
lungs.
the
throat
diseases
and
all
complications,
as preventive; acta equally well u cure. of Ice. These surge back and forth,
Acta marvelously
At all drug stores.
60 cents and 11.20 per bottle.
lucking up and piling upon each other
GOSHEN, INDIANA
SPOHN MEDICAL COMPANY
until they form ridges 50 or GO feet
high, which crack and break' with the
He Knew Which.
Sulphurous Language No Good.
The furnace Is patient and long
"Now, tell me, which animals did current of the water and the velocity of
suffering. No matter how much the you like the best, Johnny?" Inquired the winds.
householder may swear at It, the fur- the parent, lifter taking his small son
"Though there is always water present, the lanes between the ice blocks
nace never gets hot just for that.
to the zoo.
are not wide enough for ships to sull
Boston Transcript.
"The dangeroos," replied Johnny.
1 read through,
but they often make It im"You mean the kangaroos.
the name on the board: "These ani- possible for men walking or making
DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
their way by dog sled to get back to
mals are dangerous.' "
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
safety after they have left their boats.
This condition Is encountered even In
CLEAN
MOTHER!
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
midwinter months when the temperature runs to 50 und 60 degrees below
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" conzero. Stefansson says that these strips
tains directions so simple any woman can
of open water are 'more serious than
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
FIG
SYRUP
CALIFORNIA
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
the deepest masses of the softest snow
she can put a new, rich color into shabby
or the most craggy and slippery ice
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
ridges.' .
sweaters, coverings, draperies, hangings,
Even a sick child loves the "fruity'
Gulf Stream Helps Explorers.
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other taste of
the
If
"California
Fig Syrup."
kind then perfect home dyeing is guar"The
Gulf stream, however, whose
child
Is
if
or
anteed. Just tell your druggist whether little tongue
your
coated,
the material you wish to dye is wool or is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold, magic breath brings heat and life to
ilk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or or
has colic, give a teaspoopful .to regions which would otherwljse lie cold
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak,
cleanse
the liver and bowels. In a few and barren, thaws out some of the ice
advertisement.
or
fade
run.
pot,
hours you can see for yourself how In the northern Atlantic where it
thoroughly it works all the constipa merges with the Arctic ocean, thus
Then And Now.
tlon poison, sour bile and waste out of permitting boats In the waters of
Here's a drama swift and vital.
the bowels, and you have a well, play- Greenland and tile Scandinavian counThey had quarreled.
tries to penetrate further north than
child again.
ful
ever
"ITtAh all you have
given
Millions of mothers keep "California Is possible on the Pacific side. Polar
me," she said.
explorers have taken advantage of
"Begin' with the kisses," he an- Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
this fact by pushing northward on this
today saves a sick child toswered.
morrow. Ask your druggist for genu- side rather than in the vicinity of
They're married.
ine "California Fig Syrup" which has Bering strait
"Peary, when he overcame almost
directions for babies and children of
SWAMP-ROO- T
FOR
all ages printed on bottle.
Mother Insurmountable difficulties in pushing
You must say "California" or you may out over this more than six hundred
of floating Icebergs, marked out
get
KIDNEY AILMENTS ment.an Imitation lig syrup. Advertise- miles
a route which future explorers can
follow, as well as established the fact
that determination and enthusiasm,
There is only one medicine that really
Married Men Trustworthy.
a knowledge of the
as a medicine for
stands out
indicate that married men combined
statistics
can concurable ailments of the kidneys, liver and are more
than slngJe men problems of the undertaking,
trustworthy
bladder.
if not all, of the dlfllcultleg
6
to
in
the
of
1, probably be- quer most,
ratio
the
stands
t
Kilmer's
Dr.
sense of re- attendant upon exploring the world's
highest for the reason that it has proven cause of their Increased
geographical features.
to be just the remedy needed is thousands sponsibility.
"In the area through which Peary
cases.
of distressing
thousands
upon
t
makes friends quickly bepushed he found much of Interest.
the
for
Cutlcura
Complexion.
Soap
From the southern coast of Greenland,
cause its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases.
It is a gentle, Nothing better than Cutlcura Soap where the willow and birch trees grow
as
now
then
and
Ointment
and
dally
vegetable compound.
from 15 Inches to three feet, and
treatment at once. Sold at all needed to make the complexion clear, only
meditwo
bottles
of
in
stores
white.
sizes,
soft
and
drug
scalp clean and hands
um and large.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
However, if you wish first to test this Cutlcura Talcum, and
you have the
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a Cutlcura Toilet Trio. Advertisement.
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Swamp-Roo-

Swamp-Roo-
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A man carries economy to the extremes when he stops his clock every
night just to save time.

Freedom

actually, It

Is
Is

largely a state of ruiiid
full of trouble.

,

Part

of

Japan

Territory
of

by

Say

INHABITANTS
t.

Political Conditions and Crudenese of
Transportation Facilities Delayed
Its Settlement Hat Had
Many Claimants.
Japan's formal

Washington.

defini-

tion nt lier mnlnlund as Including the
Bonin arclilpelugo, 500 miles to the
south of her principal Islauds, and the
discussion of fortlflcutlons there, turn
the snotliirht of world news to these
remote bits of lund. They are the subfrom the
ject of the following bulletin
NaWashington headquarters of the
tional Geographic society:
"'Bonin' is a distinct misnomer ior
Hio nttlB Islands which, until the ad
ditions that the World war brought

represented Japun's farthest extension
southward toward the heart of the Pacific.
It means 'without Inhabitants'
whereas a number of the 20 islets of
the group now support among them a
DODUlatlon of nearly 5,000. But 'Bonin'
now Is only a Western term. To the
Japanese the Islands are Ognsawara Jlma, family name of the first Japa-

--
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Toothache
"""Earache

'

SPKtlAI. II I II SKHVICK vcurril it
roil nirnllon tills linprr wbe writing
firm bflow
I'l.KAKlMJ AHO DVKIKQ.
NKW
I.OTIIKS FOR OLD, Orund can
do It by dyeinur them attractive colors.
l.oimn.
GHriVI) lilt V O.KAMMjjjTth
MAIL. IS VOL'll 11KOKKN tiLANKKS
rrnsionnlile.
are
Our price
(or repairs.
VVe
eyes at no gsBSK
w, chars--examine
Free Ilonklrts
'"kfl
JkKl "8AVK YOl'K KVES.'
VOKO OPTICAL
W2fl Mlxtrenth Street. Ucnver, foloraclo
AltMY GOODS.
AiMlrrxun llroa. Army nnd Niivy Sture

mt3f
t'O.""

hferyuilni in srmy goods snd camp equipment.
Fret catjilof Irom twirel ttnt.
4 13 N. Union Ate., PueM.
183T Arapahoe St.. Dmier.
Wyo.
1617 Cspllol Are., Cheyenne.

Prices on I'iCfe

lrr-Vi- ir

for

Send $1.00

sample,
SNCE
COFFEE
III and Market Su.. Usuier, Colo.
THE

CO..
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Ji:

1IOHM-AI.I.K- N

t

SPRAY

IH.lt V

.

Mflf. and Repairing.
All orders promptly
attended to. Kst. 1879. 16th & Champa.

line

CO.HiM.ioth

of beat Army Uoodse.

at lowest prices. Money back Kiiaran-teIllustrated Catalog on reuueat.
Oll.lli:il I'M AHMV AND SAW STOIIH,

Colorado

KrlnK.

KVM

Ilillliiux. Mont.
Coin.
17tli St.. Denver, Colo.

:.

SIIOIOS It IRA I III
J1.B0.
11.00. 11.2.1.
soleB, 80c, $1.05, $1.30.

Men's

soles.

S180.

$1.65.
Ladies'
Postage prepaid to any point. KASTKK V
Yellow
HIIOK III TAlIt KACTOIIV.
I run t, ir.:i;l
Chumpa St. Denver, Colo.

rAiTTTO

THK NKW YOltK I'MOATI NG CO.
Heir, Keeps at Work.
For best pleating, heinstllelilng. cofcm! buttons and
Wllkes-BnrrPa. Lee Cabot, twen-,t- ton hnlpi. Write for free cntulof. 1VJ3 Stout, Denier.
chihoimiactTiii.
years old, who works long hours in
the barber shop of F. P. Reap at Pitts-ton- , 11. J. JIKItl'Jl 1T1I. L. C, 810 Interstate
Trust llldtr. Free Consultation.
stopped long enough one day
MAflNF.TOS
recently to read a letter from lawyers
& .M. C.
When he had finished he
In Italy.
Kor
UIM Kltll St.
suld, "Next!" and went on with his Ilnmielo Siiechilly Works.
I.I1WIIIS AMI l'l.OIIAI,
work. The letter Informed him that
T!IP PiiriiMilVT
his father had left an estate of
ion i i,ovi:iis
'l 17th St. Denier
lire, worth $20,000 lu American
Barber,

but-

y

ll-IC.- .

500,-00-

R'--

money.

IjF0I

"I'll be glad to get the money," he
said, "but I am not going to give up t'oiiiinciTial inquiries answered and
my job In tbe barber shop. It will information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
come to me all right."
American Capital Will Finance World.
Musk America's position
l'.oston,
us a creditor nation probably will result In the use of American capital
business Is done, Kliot
assistant secretary of the treasury, said In an address before the
This
15oston Chamber of Commerce.
expansion depended, however, he
nese known to have viewed them, who, added, on the inalntuiiiiiiK of a "pay
like Leif Erlcson in his discovery of as we go" policy by the United States
America, was driven to the Islands by tiensury.
"We owe today
a storm.
of which $0,.r00,OOU,000 is due
"Political conditions and crudeness In less than
eighteen months," Mr.
of transportation facilities, not luck of
Wudsworth said.
value, long doomed the Ogasawaras to
remain without Inhabitants. Like most
lands of volcanic origin they have an
Predicts Overthrow of Russia.
fertile soli. Because of
exceedingly
Mass. Prediction that
Worcester,
warm currents their climate Is In ef- It would not be
long before the Rusfect tropical, although they are Just
"would be
soviet
sian
government
Man
Cancer.
north of the Tropic of
wns made
overthrown"
und
bankrupt
on
without
them
could have existed
adraising his hand In work. Wild beans by Dr, Joseph M. Goldstein in an
and a profusion of edible mushrooms dress at a conference on Uussiaii
at CInrk University. The fuulty
grew In the valleys and wild pineapples and other fruits on the hill- economic policy of the Imperial govs
furnished
sides. Palms and
ernment, together with political opshade and greenery. And In other
pression and the steadily increasing
wnys the Islands were like a Garden
of the Kusslan soldiers,
of Eden when they were explored by sufferings
created the basis for the Bolshevist
the crew of an American whaler In
he said.
1823. There were no quadrupeds and coup d'etat,
the
and
few
harmless
reptiles,
only a
Firm Is Bankrupt
birds, unmolested by any living thing,
were entirely without fear of man and
New York. Liabilities of the brokcould be caught by hand.
firm of Kardes & Iturke, which
"At the present time the islnnds erage
went Into the hands of a rerecently
produce all the Japanese cereals and
were vurlously estimated here
many vegetables and fruits, and are ceiver,
John
stocked with the common domestic at from $700,000 to $1,500,000.
There also are wild goats, ISurko, former treasurer of the United
animals.
sheep, pigs and even dogs and cats, States, whose signature appeared on
descendants of animals left by the first bank notes Issued from early in 1013
settlers. Of course the production until bis resignation a little more than
from the Islnnds amounts to little, for a year ago, declared lie had lost everythose large enough for development
thing In the collapse of the business.
have an aggregate area of only about
Conventions Announced for Denver.
thirty square miles.
Had Many Claimants.
Denver. Indication that the coming
to
Japan spring and summer will be crowded
"Although they are closer
than to any other nation, the Ogasa- with conventions In Denver was forewaras came near not being a Japnnese cast by the Denver Tourist Bureau
territory. There Is nothing to show In announcing fourteen meetings altbnt the Japunese knew of their ex- ready scheduled. The list prepared to
istence before Prince Sndayarl Ogasa-war- dute follows: Ohio Society of Colowas driven to their shores about
Mountain
Itocky
rado, March 4.
the end of the Sixteenth century,
Clothiers' Association, March 8 to 9.
'
s
the
whereas
Spanish explorer,
National Order of Cowboy Hungers,
first sighted them In 1543. Thn 1433 Champa street, about March 15.
Islands
the
family mad)
Ognsawarn
Colorado Kennel Club bench show,
theoretically a part of their feudal Mureh 10, 17 and 18. Colorado Assonot
did
settle
land holdings, but they
ciation of County Superintendents and
them, and when Japan drew more se- Institute Workers, April 4 to 0. Colo-for1035
by
curely into Its shell in
rado Travelers' Protective Associaseabidding Its subjects to construct
tion, late In April. American Railway
going vessels,' all touch with the Development Association, May 10, 11
"stands was lost for nearly a hundred
and 12. Union of Swedish Singers,
years, and again from 1728 to 1801. Western division, July 19, 20, HI nnd
Abel Tasman, Dutch explorer, sur- 22.
Improved Order of Ited Men,
veyed some of the Islands early In the Colorado
chapter, Aug. 8 and 0. Church
American
and
Seventeenth century
of the Naznrene, national, Aug. 13 to
1823
In
nnd
them
whalers explored
27. Colorado Christian Missionary So1824. In 1827 a British admiral
ciety, Aug. 30 to Sept. 4. National
his
country.
claimed tho Islands for
Directors Association, Sept
Funeral
their
first
"The Ogasnwarns received
Colorado Home21 and 22.
HBttlers In 1830. They consisted of a 19, 20,
some time In
Medical
Society,
opathic
few British subjects from Hawaii who
Colorado Education Associaseem to have led the expedition, a few October.
Nov. 9, 10 and 11.
Americans. Portuguese and a handful tion,
of Polynesians. They considered them
Extend Time to File Income Tax.
selves a British colony. AS late
Washington. A general extension
as 1875 these settlers and a few
others who had been added lived on of time for the filing of income tax
the Islands without any government or returns lias been granted .corporations
organization and without educntlonal by Internal Bovenue Commissioner
facilities of any kind, trading with the Itlnlr. Corporations are given up to
whalers who by that time frequented June 15 under a new treasury decision
the waters. In 1801 Grent Britain re- for completing returns of Income for
nounced all claims to the Islands In the calendar year 1921, the fiscal year
favor of Japan, and thnt year an un- ended Jan. 31, 1922, and the fiscal
The exsuccessful effort was made to plant a yenr ending Feb. 28, 1922.
tension Is conditioned upon corporaJapanese cilnny. Later efforts were
successful niid thb population now I
tions filing tentative returns by March
almost entirely Japanese."
15, April 15 nnd May 15, 1922.
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Usually the more a man is wrapped
In himself the colder he Is.
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"Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
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"The famous Northeast pussage,
through which Nansen was able tfl
drift in the Fram to within less than
five degrees of the pole, extends from
the New Siberian Islunds, off the
northern coast of Siberia, over to the
Greenland sea. Whalers have been
able to explore every sound and Inlet
along the western coaut of Spitsbergen, nnd even plant summer colonies there, due to the influence of the
Gulf stream, but no polar explorers
have attempted to go much farther
north in the Arctic ocean from these
Islauds, becuuse of the fact that the
main Ice pack drifts south just north
of Spltzbergen."

Going on a Long Research Cruise

sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement
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longer than the Dardanelles.

Spohn's Distemper Compound
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MARY TEACHES RADIO

the mosses more than a foot high, he
skirted the western coast of this country through Duvls strait and Baffin
bay to Etah, an Eskimo village on
Smith sound In Greenland. He knew,
as other explorers knew before him,
that a current frequently ran in that
series of straits between northwestern
Greenland and those, great Islands of
Arctic America known as Ellesmete
Land, Grinnell Land and Grunt Land,
which might enable him to push his
vessel northward to, Cape Columbia in
latitude 83 degrees, the point of land
nearest the North pole. Due to the
knowledge and skill of the party, their
vessel reuehed its destination, which
was the farthest northward that any
ship lias ever steamed.
What Greely Found.
"To the west along his route lay
Grliinell Lund, the Interior of which
Gen. A. W. Greely explored and reportSIlss Mary Texana Loorals Is the
ed thut he found there fertile valleys, only woman In the world who owns
a beautiful lake and abundant animal and manages a college of radio engilife. Graut Land lies still farther to neering. Her school Is located In WashShe Is shown In the picture
the north. Robeson channel, the last ington.
range radio telestretch before he reached the Arctic testing a 1,000-mil- e
ocean proper, separating Grunt Lnnd phone transmitter which she has defrom Hull Lund on the northern shore signed and built with the assistance
of Greenland, Is just a few miles of some of her students.

Region About North Pole Is One
of Most Inaccessible

sister-in-la-

Chicago, 111.
A Little Book Helped Her to Decide
Milwaukee. Wis.
"My daughter
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound as she was so weak and
did not feel like going to school. She
was like that for a whole year before
taking your Vegetable Compound. I
found a little book of yours in our
mail-bo- x
and decided to give her your
medicine. She is now strong and well
and attends school every day. We
recommend your Vegetable Compound to all mothers with weak
daughters. You may use this letter
as a testimonial. " M rs. E. KlucznT,
917 20th Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.
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The schooner Qvnsv G4rl. recently launched lit Los Angeles, Is soon to start
on a research cruise that will lust for yeurs. Her first destination will be the
Islands of the South Pacific. The boat Is here shown, with her skipper, Cap-

'

tain Farnsworth.
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NEWS TO DATE
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The brokerage house of Tousaw
Hartland Anderson, Montreal, has as
signed for the benefit of creditors.
The announcement was made from the
rostrum of the Montreal Stock ex'
change.
"Evacuation of British troops from
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF Irelund will be resumed, It has been
announced. Two special steamers unWIRES ROUND ABOUT
der Iirltlsh government orders, will
THE WORLD.
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COURT UPHOLDS

Southwest News

TARIFF CONTROL

From All Over

New Mexico
INTERSTATE BOARD

and Arizona
Onion

LATE

CAN

REQU

RAILROAD

RATES
WITHIN TERRITORY..

Neoteric..)

Thomas J. Sparkes of Phoenix has
tnken m the offfce of Unted" stateg
maMml tor tne dstrlct f Arizona
Ruton ls t0 llave aI auxiliary hos-

U. S. Sailor Starts Something in Navy

THE STATES LOSE FIGH

was set ashore, warmed and fed, and
with a new outfit
But Coleman had started something.
Since then every Christmas has seen
a party on board the New York for
the "neglected kids." Whatever port
the flagship of the Atlantic squadron
s
happened to He in at
have been Issued to the Salvation Army or other agency' to bring
the neediest youngsters aboard for- a
Christmas .treat. Every year the party
has grown. The second year it was a
dozen; the third year fifty, and last
;
year, 300.
It happened the New York was ly- -,
fng at Bremerton, Wash, last Christmas, and the Tennessee caught theg
Idea and entertafned1
tn orerflow
party of 100. Now there Is no know-fn- g
where It may stop.
la Chicago the Bradley clubi come
Alltendale boys who
posed of
are now successful1 young business
men, decided t establish the Herbert
Coleman scholarship to provide for
the education of some other handicapped boy at Allendale.
Coleman has- been- 111 tn the naval
Ha 1b better
hospital la Denver;
again.

B
'1 "
000, according to the annual report sub i 17, ' ,,,
, ,
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CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PORTATION ACT PASSED
kroner, tne lormer lain- peered thnt the work wl be started
IN 1920.
PEOPLE.
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Interview in tile Freeman's Journal
and auditorium at the U,
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(Wattarn Newspaper Union Ntwi Berrlot. )
that 98 per cent of the people in Amer- gymnasium
S. Indian school, north of Albuquerque,
ica were in favor of the Irish treaty.
Washington. Declaring that "com
was burned to the ground by fire of
WESTERN
The Swiss Federal Court has de unknown origin. The loss was est! merce Is a unit and does not regard
Alfred It. Wlldman, veteran newsENVER. This Is the story of how
in nn appeal case that women
mated ut $40,000, and was not cov itate lines," the Supreme Court,
paper man and author of nature cided
Herbert Coleman started an epi
Chief
with
Justice
and
Taft
In
not
shall
through
the
officiate
pastors
ered by Insurance.
stories, died at his home at San Frandemic of kindness In the United
out
decision
a
handed
In
down
dissent,
churches
canton
of
the
Zurich.
The
cisco after an Illness of three years.
Following one of the largest hauls
the authority of the Inter- - States navy which promises to spread
Hartford MacNider, national com- grand council of the canton of Basel of narcotics made In Tucson In recent upholding
Commerce Commission under the to every battleship left unscrapped by
itate
also adopted a resolution that married
months, Roy W. Skldniore, a passen
mander of the American Legion, rethe Woshlngton conference. Herbert
women teachers should be called upon
transportation act of 1920 to fix stats Coleman
ls an Illinois lad, who got his
ceived a challenge to debate the bonus
ger hrakemnn of Tucson, pleaded railroad
when neeesfares
to leave their posts.
passenger
to
violation of the Harrison
guilty
question before the city club post
to remove "undue, unreasonable start at Allendale farm, where many
Bary
Premier
of
Tnschereuu
has
narcotic act before United States Com
been helped
Quebec
American Legion ut Mason City, Iowa.
and unjust discrimination against In a handicapped boy has
to make a new beginning under the
The challenge was forwurded to him appealed to Premier Mackenzie Kins missioner Edwin F. Jones,
terstate
commerce."
of Canada to prevent the negotiating
Kd Swope ac
In Chicago.
County Treasurer
Two cases were presented to tho sympathetic care and wise discipline
of a treaty between the Dominion and
of Capt. Edward li Bradley. When
the Santa F6 railway's check court. One was
George L. Warren, wealthy president the United States for the St. Lawrence cepted
brought by the railhe went to Great Lakes,
of the Central Michigan Taper Com- ship channel to the Great Lakes. Ac- for $50,000 in payment of the first roud commission of Wisconsin and oth he graduated
and a little later found himself aboard
of the company's taxes in Ber- - ers
half
&
Grand
the
his
of
and
Mich.,
against
pany
Chicago, Burlington
Itapids,
the New York In Brooklyn.
coming to ju. xasciiereau, tne provinc.
nallllo county, minus the two mill Qulncy railroud,
wife left Los Angeles recently for their of
seeking an Injunction
Quebec opposes the waterway pro
On Christmas shore leave, he en
relevy.
highway
Previously
Swope
to
home in Grand Itapids, following conthe
from
roads
of
the
state
prevent
ject "because it menus giving our re- fused to take the check ns the rail
a mite of shivering human
countered
into
of
on
in
and
state passenger
fines
effect
viction
the sources to the Americans."
payment
putting
"Needs
flllln'," he said.
to
ity.
declined
the
way
pay
levy,
on
highway
traffic the rate of 3.6 cents per mile
Police Court
charges of shoplifting.
J. 15. Murray of Woburn, Mass., con- but changed his mind.
The "flllln " was done at mess.
allowed by the government on inter
Mr. and Mid. Paul E. Cray, their nected with the American
The gobs chipped In and the scrap
relief ad'
Drilling for the giant metor believed state travel.
two children, a baby of 6 und a girl
ministration, suffered a slight flesh to lie burled In the earth at Coon
was
other
The
state
the
by
brought
of 3, besides a nurse, Miss Lillian wound when fired upon In the street
mountain, eighteen miles southwest of of New York agnlnst the federal gov
Spencer, were killed at .Santa Bar- in Moscow recently. lie was accompis being prosecuted eminent, the interstate Commerce
bara, Calif., by inhaling carbon mon- anied by a Mr. Callahan of Fall Itiver, Winslow, Ariz.,
oxide gas, which filled the Cray home Mass. Whether the shot was fired ny steadily by the United States Mining Commission and certain railroads of
and Smelting Company. A hole has that state, on the ground that the
What, it is believed,
U.A5KA
from u gas water heater.
a
highwayman or by street patrols already been drilled over 1,000 feet, - cent fare fixed by the public utility SEATTLE. the world's "farthest
AGRICULTURAL
The management of the Pacific Co- who misinterpreted the actions of the and it is declared that meteoric
Alaska
the
ommisslon
north"
Agri
ii
university
produced reasonable re
COLLEGE
frag
Americans has not been determined. ments have been
operative League, operating
turns to the railroads upon their state cultural College and School of Mines
encountered.
In
Calimerchandise
stores
Is
American
now
to
food
miles
general
at Fairbanks, within a hundred
beginning
The difficulty experienced of late In traffic.
fornia, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona und tell in the fight for lives of children In
"Congress In Its control of its Inter- of the Arctic circle will open Its
Ihe Gold Chain shaft in the
New Mexico, petitioned for a 'receiver the famine districts near Moscow, sinking
katherlne district near Kingman, Ariz., tate Commerce system ls necking iu doors next September, Charles E.
In the United States District Court nt where the American relief administradue to n flow of water, has been over Ihe transportation act to make the sys Bunnell, former Federal judge and
San Francisco. The league has done tion ls la operation. But elsewhere come
now president of the Institution, anby the Installation of a No. 6 tem adequate to the needs of the coun
an annual business of $3,000,000.
the situation Is growing more ghastly Cameron
The water came In try by securing for It a reasonable nounced here.
pump.
The college campus ls situated on a
What Is declared to be the worst every day. In some villages where, be- at a depth of 10.ri feet In the shaft, ompensatory return for all the work
landslide in many years In the Cajon fore the relief administration kitchens and with Its further deepening the It does," the chief justice stated In the tract of land four miles from Fair and others unable to attend' during
pinion.
"Te states are seeking to banks on the main line of the new the full college year;
pass, California, buried the west- were established, the deaths of child- flow Increased very materially.- use that same system for Intrastate government
railroad, set aside by
bound track of the Santa l'e railroad ren ranged from five to seven daily.
The work of the college, President
Maricopa county has filed suit askruffle. That entulls large duties and congress In 1915. The college Itself Bunnell predicted; is destined to play
between Cajon and Summit, where an
Great Britain has not yet received a ing the State Supreme Court to deIn
1917 by an important part in tho development
xpendltures on the interstate com was formally established
eighth of a mile of truck was covered, penny of war indemnity from
termine the true boundary line be merce
In some places to a depth of thirty
system, which may burden li an act of the territorial legislature, of the territory.
the House of Commons was told tween Maricopa and
counties.
Yavapai
unless compensation is received for nd $00,000 set aside for buildings
There wns under cultivation In the
feci.
by Sir Hubert Home, chancellor of the The property in
question is about 83
le
intrastate
business reasonably and equipment.
immediate vicinity of Fairbanks last
Alex Ilowat, ousted head of he Kan- exchequer. The cost of maintaining miles long nnd approximately 1.5 miles
The sum proved Inadequate, and in year, he pointed' out, a total of 1,020'
proportionate to that for the Interstate
sas coal miners' union, Is back in the the forces of occupation,
however,
wide, and Is estimated to be worth
uslness.
as the dominant 1921 an additional appropriation of acres. This land produced 100 tons
Congress,
to
more
than
bis
Columbus, Kan., jail completing
1.000,000,000 $,'100,000. The suit Is the outgrowth of
amounting
controller of Interstate
of vegetables, 1,006' tons of oat hay,
commerce,
$41,000 was made. Ifost of the opsentence of six months, Imposed when gold marks, hud been repaid to the
a longstanding dispute between the may,
wfl! be met by the 1,270 bushels of outs and' barley, 3,518'
restrain
limita
therefore,
undue,
expenses
erating
to
of 1170,000,000 marks. Of this sum counties.
he refused
give a peace bond after
tion of the earning power of the inter territory of Alaska, but $50,000 will bushels of wheat and 392 tons of poa conviction for violation of the Kanhud been paid to Canada
The wheat represents the
May lu is the date by which W. G. state commerce system In doing state be available from federal funds, ac tatoes.
sas Industrial Court laws, lie gave and Australia.'
Itapp, contractor of Trinidad, Colo., ivork.
yield of 183 aores. This- yield can
to President Bunnell.
bond and was released from jail to
cording
has agreed to have completed the reGENERAL
"It can impose any reasonable con
many times as more land'
The first year's curriculum will of
attend the miners' convention ut In
under cultivation through
Formal announcement of the candi- storation of the main Normal Univer- dition on a state's use of Interstate
courses agriculture, general ls brought
diannpolls, where he fought for reinthe application of proper methods;
arriers lor intrastate commerce it
sity building at Las Vegas, damaged
dacy of Governor Kdwards for Unitand
economics
home
statement, but was defeated.
mining
President Bunnell will remain "outed Slates Senator on a "wet" platThe regents gave deems necessary or desirable. This science,
by fire recently.
under present plans.
Special short side" for several week securing equipItdln nt Emporiu, Kun., and In the form will be made soon after the
Leg him the contract. The work can be ls because of the supremacy of the courses in
mining will be given to ment for the school, audi employing-facultwatershed of the Neosho river from islature
adjourns, Mayor Frank Hague done within the loss paid by the In- national power In this freld."
which the city wuter supply comes, if
members.
Referring to the question that the meet the requirements ot prospectors
has stated. Mayor surance companies, which amounts to
Jersey
City,
was received with rejoicing not only
conclusion of the court would give the
was the governor's campaign $.'(4,000.05.
Hague
because of its benefit to crops, but manager when be ran for his
After being out less than forty min- Interstate Commerce Commission "unipresent
because it will mean an unlimited office.
utes, the jury in the case of Alma fied control of Interstate and Intrasupply of water for Kniporiu bathate commerce," the court declared
Walter Damrosch, Antonio Scotti, Smith, charged with the murder of H.
tubs.
Kmporia has neea virtually on Otto
thnt such control was unified only to
L. Clirlstensen, nutomoblle dealer, in
Kalm and George W. Wicker-shaIf.
lines of the territory of Arteonai
ft ration system us far as bath water
-of New York are among the Globe on December 10, 11)21, returned the "extent of maintaining efficient
Visitors to- the Mesa
in 1803.
(ucan
went since last summer with residents
un
of
Interstate commerce
j
Verde National park, h the southtwenty men and women named as In- n verdict of not guilty. Miss Smith regulation
use
to
the
us
Conexisting supply
urged
west corner of Colorado! are always
corporators of the Caruso American shot Clirlstensen in her room In a der the paramount power of court
frugally as possible.
gress." The decision of the
Globe hotel on the morning of Decem.Memorial foundation. A fund of
shown in the distance the "Four CorThe New York Life Insurance Comwill be raised "to encourage ber 10, firing three bullets Into his "does not Involve general regulation of
ners,'" as Ucan Is locally known. Travintrastate commerce," it added.
elers over the road running from
pany bus filed suit in Circuit Court the musical education of students and body from a revolver.
It suggested tliut "the action of the
at St. Louis, alleging Clare nee ,T. Cur-by- , arlists for the purpose of developing
A saving to the taxpayers of from
Dolores, Colo., to Bluff; Utah, pass
Interstate Commerce Commission in
locnl manufacturer and president the highest musical talent."
near the spot and ask about It. Just
$200,000 to $500,000 per year will, be
subto
be
directed
north of Ucan, on the
of the "Missouri Automobile Club, comJames M. Cox, Democratic presi- made by the adoption of a bill calling tills regard should
a
mitted suicide. Curby held Insurance dential candidate in 1!)20, has ac- for the abolition of all county highway stantial disparity which operates as
line; ls the famous Hovenweep region, which has been propesed for a
This bill ls being pre- real discrimination against, and
policies nmounting to $1,410,0110 in va- cepted an invitation to address Iowa commissions.
N.
ARIZ.,
COLO.,
UTAH,
national monument. Thts ts a picrious companies, and the suit is in Democrats at a rally at Des Moines, pared by a committee of the Phoenix struction to, Interstate commerce, and UCAN, There
"ain't no such place"
resistance to one for $100,000. Curby Iowa, this month, which will inaugu- chapter of the American Association must leave appropriate discretion to as Ucan
turesque, uninhabited region containiT.
In
mind
A.
of
the
except
most Interesting prehistoric relics,
was found shot to death In bis home rate the slate campaign, according to of Engineers in compliance with reso- the state authorities to deal with interwho
thinks ngBrower of Chicago,
on
many large towers of variincluding
Feb. II, and members of bis family an announcement by Dr. J. W. Rey- lutions adopted by the chapter and will state rates as between themselves
be.
He suggests that
there ought to
asserted a rifle was discharged while nolds of Creston, chairman of the be laid before the legislators during the general level which the Interstate there ls but one spot in the United ous shapes and ktvas.
Commerce Commission has found to
The inscriptions on the
he was cleaning It.
the early days of the session.
state committee.
Stntes where four states come to
be fair to Interstate commerce."
certainly could be niade"ii)ter-estlnare
states
the
four
that
The Itepublican memliers of the City
gether;
WASHINGTON
cattlemen
Many prominent
of the
The four states are a juntble
New
and
Arizona
Council
Colorado,
Utah,
at,
Cincinnati
voluntarily West will attend the annual meeting
The poslal service would be required
of land secured through the Louisiana
Get
Bandits
of
the
these
initials
$70,000.
and
that
Mexico,
10
to
salaries
their
reduce,
per of the State Cattle Association, which
to provide weekly pay days for all em- agreed
Purchase of 1803 from France; the
Los Angeles. An amount estimated four states spell the word "Ucan,"
is to be held In Las Vegas March 20
ployes under a bill introduced by Sen- cent.
Mexican Cession of 1848; the Texas
name
for
of
the
do
would
the
which
as high as $70,000 In cash and checks
Four bandits held up the cashier and 21. Fred II.
ator Lodge, Itepublican, of Masscbu-setts- .
Cession of 1850, and the Gadsden Pur
Blxby of California,
adds:
memliers of the Frankand twenty-fivwas obtained by bandits In a spec- spot. And he
X
chase of 1853.
town
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a
National
if
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be
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a
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public
present and will
mal protest to the Japanese govern- cago and escaped with $1,000 In union discuss the livestock conditions in the ployes of the Standard Oil Company square equally divided among the four ter of a district abounding in natural
Of the loot $10,000 states, with some sort of a monument beauty spots and natural wonders, inment against the smuggling of opium, funds. The holdup took place nt union state. Severnl well known cattlemen at Los Angeles.
where L. S. Mills, the
was In cash and probably more than at the exact point of Junction."
cluding Mesa Verde, Grand Canyon
morphine, heroin and other narcotics headquarters,
was paying out sick benefit from Colorado will also attend the
cashier,
means
reof
and Zion National parks, and Bryee
Into this country by
been ' a spot of In
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a
Ucan
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Japanese funds.
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Judge Kenesnw Mountain Lnndls
Natural Bridges National
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repreImporting
Many
sued n temporary restraining order enRecommendations of Governor L. E. company. The
"
monument.
ran
the
since
the
surveyors
norhave
world
tries of the
regained
Arthur C. Lneder, postmaster Campbell, to be considered by the sented the day's receipts of the sales
joining
r
buses
and ure of Chicago, from
mal
consuming
department of the corporation.
preventing the Chi- Arizona Legislature, ure: Centralizaconverting raw stocks Into finished cago Tribune from going through the
of
tion
administrative
authority. Leggoods at nlmost the prewar rate, the malls on the ground that n contest in
Grand Jury Indicts Morse.
department of Agriculture has an- which cash prizes were awarded to the islation for better maintenance of
W.
Morse,
Charles
state
educational
system.
Washington.
nounced.
Adoption
possessors of "lucky numes" was a lot- of a new
HICAGO.
Professing a fervent
cJUXT FILL A
bunking code and a new New York shipbuilder, his three sons,
Finance applications filed recently tery.
love for Miss Doris Esheldy, his
'(MTLE WITH
Morse
and
fiscal code. Revision of the state InHarry
enBenjamin
Ervin,
to
In
efforts
with the Interstate Commerce CommisUnitheir
at
the
gain
and
a
Failing
divorced wife
POUOM
i
sion Included an application from the trance to nn apartment In Cleveland, heritance tax law. A more equitable and eight others, alleged to have been versity of Chicago who caused his arreceivers of the Denver & Salt Lake Ohio, where it was reported a gang method of taxing nnd licensing auto- associated with him in connection with rest because he annoyed, her, Edward
railroad for a government loan of
of nlieged snfe crackers were living, mobiles and more adequate regulawartime shipping contracts, were In- Graham of St. Paul offered to prove
The Denver & Salt Lake in police resorted to a "tear bomb." A tions governing the use of public dicted by the federal grand Jury on It by committing suicide before Judge
IU application announced It Intended window wns broken and the bomb highways by motor vehicles. Restoracharges of "conspiracy to defraud" the Samuel H. Trude of the Englewood
to use its loan, If grunted, to construct thrown inside. The result was nlmost tion of the competitive bid In paving. United States and the emergency fleet branch of the municipal court.
'
intunnel through the ltocky Instuntaneous. Four men nnd three Legislative enactments covering irria
"I love Doris, I love her sincerely,"
corporation. Several others were
which
the line women surrendered and were tnken to gation, drainage and electrical dis- dicted In addition to Morse and his Graham told the Judge, "and to prove
Mountain divide,
crosses west of Denver.
it I will commit suicide right here If and live with him. The girl avoided
sons.
police headquarters for investigation. tricts.
The war claims board, created durOne of the most exciting elections
you will fill a bottle with poison. Send him. Later he told her that he had
Mrs. Fred McCormlck, 38, Dallas,
me to the county Jail or anywhere. I made negotiations to aid a band of
ing the world wnr to adjust claims Texas, whose husband shot and killed ever held In Clovls, N, M., occurred
Irish Raiders Loot Barracks.
want to go away and give Doris the mall robbers, and as his reward the
three
were
commissioners
the
against the government, has been dis- himself after he fired a bullet at her, when
raided
men
Armed
London.
deserves. I have been holdband had promised to kidnap the girl,
solved, the War Department announced was saved by a silver dollnr In her chosen. The citizens' ticket, composed
at
Clonmel, County chance she
police barracks
I thought she loved
her
back.
E.
Don
ing
of
disFollowing his arrest on the campus
J.
Weutherford
and
nt
recently. Of the ''0,000 claims filed pocketbook.
her
fired
News
bullet
Dudley,
The
says a Central
Tlpperary,
but now I know she doesn't."
remain struck the dollar after passing through .1, W. Wilkinson, was defeated by the
of the university, Judge Trude orwith the board, only thirty-onand seized seven motor cars, me,
patch,
Graham and Miss Esheldy were dered him examined as to his sanity,
to be settled. These are claims to the her arm and was deflected from the l abor ticket, composed of J. D. Looper, about 300 rifles, three machine guns,
the direction of her heart. The bullet was R. J, Nenl and J. R. Denhnf, by a ma- 300,000 rounds of ammunition for married four years ago in St. Paul. Dr. William Hlckson reported that
Dupont Engineering Company,
him shortly afterward, he was sane. Judge Trude fined Gra"Remington Arms Company and the found In the pocketbook.
jority of 1,8(13.
small arms , and ten revolvers. The She divorced
"Visit Phoenix April
United States Cartridge Company.
United press association says the raid wak when he was sent to jail on charges ham $200 and costs or six months In
Relief of the unemployment situaSenator Capper, Itepublican, Kansas, tion by the removal of more than 2,- - State Good Roads Weeks." This slo- made by members of the Irish Repub- of robbery. Several weeks ago he the house of correction, jtfter ths
was elected unanimously as chairman 000,000 children from industry wns ad gan and sterling bit of good advice lican army. The barracks had not yet arrived In Chicago and began annoy- young man bad said that, he would not
she charges, while she allow any one to pay the fine for him,
of the unofficial agricultural bloc of vocated by Jnmes J. Davis, secretary will appear within a few days on been evacuated. After the raid the ing the girl,
of Chicago.
the
After he has served his sentence, he
attended
University
mall
held
men
of
class
former
first
Senator
the
mattei Republican army
the Senate, succeeding
of labor, In an address at Lima, Ohio. every piece
He professed love for her, threaten said, he ls going back to St, Paul and
ivhlch leaves the Phoenix postnfflce
Kenyon of Iowa.
recently.
lag to kill her If the refused to come Jet Doris alone.
-
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TEN RULES OFFERED

GIVE AUTO TIRE

ADVOCATE, . RESERVE,

STRAWBERRY ONE

LET

Three Piece Suit

Good Stand Depends on Weather

Coat, Skirt and Blouse Costume,
French Spring Outfit.

TURNIPS FOLLOW
SOME EARLIER CROP

TO SAVE BATTERIES

OF BEST FRUITS

GOOD ATTENTION
'
?!-

Very Few Owners Give a Thought
to Its Care, With Exception
of Inflating It.

Greater Care Is Necessary
ing Winter Weather.

'

Dur

Can Be Purchased

at

Small

Cost From Nurseryman.

'

FABRIC

COTTON

Device

FOUNDATION

REQUIRE VERY

that cold weather Is here, you
should' look your battery over every
Elimination of Internal Friction Would two weeks. These few simple lnstruc'
Hons, faithfully followed, will lengthen
Greatly Increase Life of Cover
the life of a battery:
Big Difference Between Cords
1. Don't lay tools or anything else
and Fabrics.
on top of your battery.
2. Don't spin your engine Beveral
To the average owner, an automobile tire Is good only when it travels minutes at a time.
3. If your engine does not start
many thousands of miles without
breaking down or blowing out Very promptly, see that the Ignition switch
few give a thought to its care, with is on and the carburetor mixture suf
the exception of inflating It from time ficiently rich before using starter
to time, and a still smaller number again,
know what It is made of.
4. See that engine is sufficiently
A big tire concern has prepared a primed in cold weather. Throw your
treatise on the foundation of one switch off; push starter to turn en.
which should be remembered by every glne once or twice; throw switch on;
motorist. It Is as follows :
then start again and your cylinder is
"Cotton fabric Is the foundation up- - primed.
on. which an automobile tire Is built.
5. If your car stands idle for a
It is used to give stability and month or more, take the battery out
strength. There are two
and leave It at the service station.
classes of tires the square-wove6. Use nothing but distilled water.
fabric and the cord tire.
7. Let an expert add the acid for
Cords and Fabrics Differ.
the electrolyte.
"In the square-wovefabric tire the
8. When the solution sprays or
threads in each ply run in both direc- spills, wipe clean with a moist sponge,
tions, alternating over and under as in Some batteries make no provision to
a piece of ordinary cloth. In the cord
keep the solution from splashing, so
tire, the threads or cords in each ply this rule Is given.
run parallel, with the exception of a
of connection,
9. Keep metal
few small cross threads, used simply which are not parts
covered
to hold the cords together while they with a thin
coating of vaseline.
are being impregnated with the rubber
10. Dim lights are sometimes warn
compound.
of short circuits or im
"The life of a tire would be greatly Ing signals
Let the Bervlce sta
charging.
proper
i, Increased if Internal friction could be
mnke an inspection when you are
tion
The internal
friction confused.
eliminated.
caused by intermittent distortion of
the tire In use is the result of the friction of the threads upon each other REMOVAL OF STEERING POST
and the strains and stresses set up In
the rubber compounds.
Naturally the Hardwood Blocks Are Best as They
fabric which gives the least room for
Furnish Good Brace for Jack
internal friction will give the longest
to Exert Pressure.
life to tbe tire.
square-wove"Since
fabric cannot
To remove a steering post without
be thoroughly impregnated with rubber
damaging it with a Stlllson wrench.
at the points where the threads cross,
clump two pieces of wood, a surface
flexing at these points will cause a of each of which has been hollowed
sawing action and the generating of out to fit around the post. Hardwood
Internal heat. It has been demonstratblocks would be best. This furnishes
ed very clearly by experiment that a
good brace for a jack to exert pres
when the temperature resulting from sure
In loosening
the piece. Work
Internal heat reaches 230 degrees, vulbe aided by blows on the blocks
canized rubber ceases to function as maya hammer.
an adhesive compound, crumbles into by
minute particles which fall to resume
their original condition, causing the RADIATOR MADE NONFREEZING
compound to lose its function in the
tire.
Common Winter Ailment Can Be
Heat Spoils Rubber.
Eliminated by Keeping Constant
Flow of Water.
"This causes separation,' weakness,
and finally a blowout. It may be interFreezing up of radiators on auto
esting to know that 205 degrees is not
an uncommon temperature reached In mobiles is a common ailment In the
a tire when driven at a high speed over winter. Have your car fixed up with
the Jofuithls is particularly true of one of these devices in the summer
and next winter you'll be gamboling
large truck tires.
"In the case of cord tires, each along while your neighbor is using up
thread Is imbedded In the rubber com- lots of time and labor trying to thaw
pound and the Internal friction is re- out his car so he can go to town. The
A brief sumduced to a minimum.
nonfrow.lne part Is obtained by having
mary of the advantages derived from
the use of cord tires would include
easier riding, due to greater resiliency ; saving of gasoline and oil ; saving of machinery, and more miles per
dollar."

LITTLE SPACE

Now,

'

n

n

n
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HANDY CLEANING

RECEPTACLE

Convenient Way Outlined for Removing Dirt and Grease From Small
Machine Parts.
A convenient receptacle to have
around the garage for cleaning bolts.
niatiind other small parts is made
by cetnoving the bottom from a
coffee tin and soldering in its
The
place a coarse wire screen.
parts to be cleaned are then placed
in the tin, the cover put on and the
receptacle Is shaken In a larger pall
containing kerosene or gasoline. Dirt
and grease are separated from the
parts by the oil and allowed to fall
through the mesh. Mote.
one-pou-

Radiator.

Nonfreezlng

and Soil Conditions.

Plants Are Easily Handled and

Few Simple Instructions, If Faithfully
Followed, Will Add Materially to
Life of Important Electrical

,

NEW MEXICO

a water jacket connected to the upper
part of the radiator, a reservoir which
communicates with both jacket and
lower part of the radiator, and pipes
which keep a constant flow it water
running between them. The water is
drained from the radiator by gravity
when the engine Is not running.

May Be Grown In Hill or In Narrow
Rows dive Freor Wide-Matte- d
quent Cultivation and Hoeing During Season.
(Frtpartd

br tht Unl4 StttM
of Asrleultur.)

Dtprtmnl

Strawberries ere so easily handled
and require so little room, that If
only one of the small fruits can be
grown they should be the one selected. New plants may be purchased at
mall cost from a nurseryman, or perhaps may be obtained from a neighbor.
Strawberries may be grown in hills
or In narrow or wide matted rows,
says the United States Department of
Agriculture. For very small areas,
plants set In hills close together will
do doubt produce the most and largest
fruit, but will require more care than
matted rows.
For hill growing, set the plant one
foot apart In the row and have the
rows just far enough apart to cultivate
easily, say from two to three feet; or
set row a foot apart In double rows
and have a space of two or three feet
between the double rows.
Keep all
runners cut off and give good cultivation, so as to make extra strong plant.
Some of the choicest varieties for hill
culture are the Marshall and Chesapeake of the single crop kind end the
Superb end Progressive of the everbearing varieties. The everbearing
varieties will no doubt be most satisfactory for hill culture.
Starting for Matted Rows.
To start matted rows, set the plants
18 Inches apart In rows from three to
four feet apart. For a narrow maed
row, train the first runners along the
row, covering about a foot In width,
and cut off all later runners. From
four to six new plants from each plant
set will make a narrow row. For
wide matted rows, save enough new
plants to make the row two feet wide,
or more, as desired. Do not let the
plants crowd each other; have them
four to six Inches apart.
Set strawberry plants early In the
spring. If possible, so they will get the
benefit of spring rains and make a
Trim off the
strong early growth.
dead leaves and all but one or two of
the live ones and cut the roots to about

Customary Method la to 6ow the Seed
Broadoast and Trust to Luek
for Good Yield Store In Pit
or a Cool Cellar.
(Frapand br ih Unlt.d Itttaa Dtputmut
of Aerlonltur.)
Throughout the greater part of the
North, the old settlers say, "Plant
turnip the 25th of July whether wet
or dry." While thi I not absolutely
true, it Is customary to plant turnip
the Utter part of July on land from
which an early crop of potatoes, beets,
or some other early vegetable ha
been removed. The securing of a good
stand of turnips depends, first, upon
having the soil in excellent condition
at
and, second, on weather condition
the time ef swing the seed. Either
dry
extremely , wet or prolonged
weather will greatly interfere with
getting a good stand of turnips.
Tbe nsual custom la to barrow the
ground to a smooth, even aurface, then
sow the seed broadcast, trusting to

Turnips Can Be Planted After an
Early Crop of Potatoee, Beete or
Soma Other Vegetable.
natural agencies to slightly cover It,
If a light shower falls shortly after
the seed Is sown, this will not only
cover tbe seed but give the plants a
Sometimes
good start.
turnips are
planted in rows with a seed drill and
cultivated. This method is desirable,
especially where the crop Is grown In
a small way, but the customary
method Is to sow the seed broadcast
and trust to luck to bring a good crop.
Turnips may remain In the ground

almost until It Is cold enough to
freeze the soil about them. If left
too long, however, they become pithy.
The usual method of saving turnips is
to first pull them and throw them In
piles, then with a sharp knife cut off
h
inch above
the tops about
the turnip. The turnips can then be
stored In pits, being covered first with
straw, then with earth, or placed In
a cool cellar, the same as for Irish
potatoes. Turnips In the pits will not
be Injured by moderate freezing, provided they are not disturbed while
frozen.
It is best, however, to place
enough straw and soil over them to
prevent them from freezing to any extent.
IN
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is mode.
The fashion of making blouses that
extend below the bottom of suit jackets Is one widely advocated by the
leading dressmakers. Madame Jenny
shows a long blouse of silk, with a
deep band of embroidery at its lower
This blouse is considerably
edge.
longer than the suit cont with which
it Is worn, the embroidery appearing
as though it were on the skirt or

coat
All the shades of tan and gray
will be prominent in the new spring
suits of both the tailored and fancy,
types. There Is a perlstent rumor
that the vogue for the plain tailored
gray suit, which proved such a success In Paris last spring, will be repented this season, not only In gray
cloth, but In tan as well.

IDEA

IN

SPRING

MILLINERY

Together.

the

This saiuil cur, perhaps the fastest lur its si.u ever built, lias been especially constructed to hold the honor place In a new motion picture by Walter
'
Reed, In which ar transcontinental race is to be staged.
The machine is of the' special build and is about the size of a stripped-dowFord. It is equipped with all the features of the big racing cars, however,
The
axle.
Including the ignition, special racing carburetor and
car1seared three to one and is said to be capable of a speed of 83 milec
an hour.
Eddie Hefferman, expert mechanic and noted racing driver, who was forced
to retire from the racing game because of injuries, spent several weeks setting
the car lu shape.

suit that Is, the
The three-piec-e
costume consisting of a coat, a skirt
and a silk blouse, rather than a coat
e
and a
dress Is one .of the
most Important features In the clothes
which the principal French couturiers
are now preparing for spring, a Paris
fashion authority says. Although separate, the blouse 1b really a part of
the suit, ns It is either combined or
trimmed with the cloth from which
the coat and skirt are made. Used
as a trimming, the cloth is often In
the form of appllqued motifs or
tubular strips.
;
and
A suit worn at Longchamps,
one which will doubtless find favor
with the American woman this spring,
box coat and
consists ot a
skirt of ,tan kasha. The coat has
sleeves In pagoda
form and a soft rolling collar, which
may be fastened closely about the
neck or left open to the waistline.
The accompanying blouse is of tan
silk, with a dotted pattern in brown,
and has a high collar and long bishop
sleeves. Since the coat worn over this
blouse has short sleeves and an open
neck a very striking effect is obtained
by the high collared blouse with Its
long sleeves falling below the shorter
sleeves of the coat. The most Important feature of this blouse Is a
peplum of cloth, which hangs below the
bottom of the coat. The coat Is lined
with the silk from which the blouse

Miscellaneous Collection of All Kinds
of Supplies Should be Listed
On every farm at Inventory
time
there will be found a miscellaneous
collection of all kinds of supplies, such
as purchased feeds, seed, fertilizer,
twine, nails and lumber. These, to
Everbearing Varieties Are Most Satis gether with the amount of manure on
hand, are all listed under the heading
factory for Hill Culture.
"Supplies," according to Inventory
four Inches long. Spread the roots methods worked out by the United
somewhat and set the plants just as States Department of Agriculture.
deep as they were before they were Nails, bolts, screws and the like can
dug. Be especially careful not to set well be listed as one Item, regardless
them deeper and do not get earth over of varying sizes and kinds, giving the
the growing tips, for this will probably approximate
number of pounds.
kill the plants.
Where a definite system of carrying
Give newly set strawberries frequent such shop supplies is in use, as is the
cultivation and hoeing during th en- case on some of the
tire season to keep down the weeds Urge farms, the quantities of the difand make strong plants for fruiting ferent Items of this nature are easily
the next year. Pick off all blossom counted or weighed and appraised acbuds which appear except in the case curately.
of
varieties, on which
This kind of property, like machin
blossoms may be left after August 1 to
ery and tools, has been bought by the
fruit In the fall. When the ground farmer and should therefore be apfreezes cover the plants or the entire praised at cost, plus any expense In
bed with about two Inches of straw curred in getting it to the farm. For
or other vegetable matter free from example, if a ton of bran Is bought for
weed seeds.
Coarse strawy manure. $44, $1.25 spent for freight on It, and
with the fine portions shaken out, Is 75 cents' worth of man and horse labor
The ob
excellent for this purpose.
needed to haul It from the station to
ject of this winter covering is to the farm, the appraisal should be made
keep the ground from freezing and at the rate of $40 a ton.
thawing with each change In temperature, because this freezing and thawIMPORTANT ORCHARD SPRAYS
ing will slowly lift the plants out of

ground.

Nitrate of Soda Helps.
In the spring when the plants begin
to blossom spread nitrate of soda
along each side of the row, using one
If the
pound to 80 feet of row.
ground has not been mulched, cultivate
and then mulch with vegetable matter
between the rows, so as to conserve
the moisture from the spring rains.
If the bed Is to be saved for another
year, rake off the mulch as soon as
the crop Is gathered, and hoe or pull
out the older plants, leaving only
ensogh of the younger ones to send
out runners to make a new narrow
or wide matted row; as desired.
Old beds may be cleaned up, as just
mentioned, by hoeing or plowing the
spaces between rows and leaving the
youngest plants in the row. It is generally best, however, to start a new
bed every second year.

Made Use of
Killing Insects and Fungicides
for Diseases.

Insecticides Are

for

Sprays for orchards are divided in
to two classes Insecticides and fungicides. Fungicide is the name denoting a spray used for diseases caused
by fungi. Insecticides are divided Into three classes, sprays being made
to kill Insects of different character
istics. Stomach poisons are for killing
chewing Insects, repellent sprays are
to prevent insects ,from laying eggs,
which hatch out detrimental larvae,
contact sprays kill those Insects that
get their food by sucking. Bordeaux
mixture and lime sulphur solution are
the most Important fungicide sprays.
The most Important Insecticide spray
are arsenate of lead, parts green, tobacco, kerosene emulsion and soaps.

NECKSCARF FOR THE FLAPPERl

Fashion of Making Blouses That Extend Below Bottom of Suit Jackets
Widely Advocated.

INVENTORY

g

LITTLE BUG CAN DO 85 AN HOUR

--

Wood and straw
this hat for spring
It is In lavender.
ment of grosgraln
the side.

CLASSIC

The brllllnatly colored neckscarf
one of the absolute necessaries In the
Her costume
young lady's wardrobe.
is not complete until she dons one
of these fascinating and useful item
the brighter and more colorful, the
better.
I

IN SNAPPY TOGS FOR SPORTS

Knlckere Favored for Skating, Golf
or Riding; Both Chic and Exceedingly Comfortable.
To enjoy any sort of sports one
must be dressed not only becomingly
but appropriately. For the woman who
likes skutlng, golf or riding there are
garments both conservative and darKnickers, until now considered
ing.
the thing for horseback riding, huve
made a very successful reappearance
on the links. They are both chic and
exceedingly comfortable. A smart outfit which enn be worn for hunting,
skating or horseback riding is made of
tan wool jersey.
The short, straight coat military
in cut, reminding one of the cont worn
during the war by English otiicers
Is lined In bright orunge crepe de
chine. It 1ms a narrow collar ending
in long, pointed revers passing under
the belt nnd to the liem of the Jacket.
Two huge pockets are lined with
the same orange crepe de chine. A
narrow belt of tan chnmols fastens
in front with a rather small metal.
The sleeves are set In way up over
the shoulders, long and as tight fit
ting as comfort allows.
With this knickers are worn. They
are also patterned after those worn
by English officers, and button, way
The effect obtained
below the knee.
by this ensemble is decidedly chic,
becoming, as well as feminine.
To be worn with this outfit, the
renl snortswoman will choose a soft
felt hat, not too large, so as not to
blow off with the first puff of wind,
and vet large enough to offer the
the
eyes.
needed
protection to
For horseback riding It Is very smart
to replace the hut with an adorable
little Jockey cap made of material
matching the costume and the peak
in either black patent leather or suede
kid.
Whipcord riding togs also are
very smart and have a goodly coterie
of faithful admirers.

Crepe De Chine and Glove Silk.
Crepe de chine and glove silk have
lost none of their prestige In the category of women's lingerie. They are
the silks
the substantial stand-bythat are tested and true. They give
combine oddly In every satisfaction and always will.
or for the South. And in all of the designs you will find
ornaA fan-lik- e
these two materials being used over
ribbon juts out at and over again with the greatest suc-

cess.

LINES

IN

NEW

GOWNS

Waist and Skirt Seem Made In One, feature
work. For a
Falling to Long, Slim Train
simple yet distinguished dress Without
on One Side.
the expense of hand work,
voiles may be employed. They come
At this dull season of the dressmakin beautiful colorings and are effecing year, when one wants something tively worked out in copies of French
new, but not too elaborate, to give lingerie dresses, the
design
a little flick to the wardrobe, a new In the voile serving in lieu of the
Idea Is a boon. The originator of the
work.
petal frock has finally abandoned the
which
she
theme,
upon
played
petnl
Bracelet Come Back.
limitless variations and Is devoting
An Interesting fud which has come
herself to a new idea the Greek
Into 'being with the introduction of
gown. This type of dress Is so uttervery wide sleeves, Is the wearing of
one
holds
one's
breath
that
ly simple
bracelets or flat bend bunds to hold
how
is
done
to
see
the
trick
moment
a
some of the width In at the wrist. The
how the wearer attains so much
bands are about an Inch wide, showing
with
so
distinction
statellness and
interesting designs of line bends in gay
no
Is
little means. There
trimming
colors.
Jnde, diamond or onyx bracenot a bead no Intricacy of line. A
lets appear with sleeveless evening
loose blouse, sleeveless, Is slit straight
the narrow bracelets confining
across for the head to slip through. toilets,
at the wrist filmy
which are
and a skirt lifted In a single line of wound about the scarfs,
arms instead of
that exhibits the mastery of sleeves.
Whatever It Ir, It has
the designer.
the trick. Waist and skirt seem made
Comb Are Carved.
In one, falling to a long, slim train on
Tinted huge size combs In fan deone side, and giving, as the "innnet
are late additions to the. very
masterpieces alwnys hhve, extraor- sign
extensive comb line. The new tinted
to
and
the
sllmness
height
dinary
wearer. It Is notable thnt these mod- fan shape combs have alternate sections of binck and tint, the tints comels, like many evening gowns and not
in transparent
red, green and
a few afternoon dresses, are very long ing
These combs reflect the
ankle length, not to mention the crystal.
Spanish vogue and are exceptionally
train. Harper's Bazar.
Carved combs are algood looking.
so shown In similar effects.
Linens and Voiles.
Linens and voiles play as Important a part as ever In the fashion
Spring Dress Goods.
Brushed mohair and chiffon alpaca
field, the former being equally popular in both the handkerchief and are among the novelties in dress goods
beuvy weaves. Plain voiles as well that will likely come Into favor this
ts lintna are used for models that spring. Fibre silk Is also wken ot
hand-draw-

n

drop-stltc-

drop-stltc- h

hand-draw-
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SUBSIDIES FOR
NATION'S SHIPS
PRESIDENT

APPEARS

CONGRESS; OPPOSES
MENT OPERATION1

lHmi

112

GOVERN

Pounds and

TANLAC

SHIPS.

is what built me up to
wonder fully , says Mrs.
AID
HARDING
URGES
Barbara Weber, 315
Van Ness Ave., San
Francisco. She is but
SAYS
POLICY OF OPERATION
one of thousands sirni
WRONG AND PRACTICALLY
larly benefited.
IMPOSSIBLE.
If you are under weight, if
your digestion is impaired, if
(Western Newspaper Union
Strtln.)
yoa are weak and unable to
President Harding, enjoy life to the fullest measWashington.
through a message, which he read in ure, you should take Tanlae.
person to Congress In joint' session,
At all good druggists.
the administration
News

I

VsKK-v- f

''.'j(..'ii'

""TV

--

A&t'J
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JOHN DICKINSON SHERMAN
IiKI'AUE for "The President's
Forest!" Something new ! SomeInteresting!
thing slgnlllciint
A joint resolution (S. J. Hes.
1154)
"creating the President's
Forest within the present Kaihab
National forest, Arizona," has
been Introduced by Senator Keed
Smoot of Utah and referred to
the committee on public lands
The resolution,
and surveys.
after defining the boundaries,
provides that the land und timber "are hereby withdrawn from
settlement, locution, occupancy,
Uulted
grazing or disposal under, the laws of the a
game
State and dedicated and set apart as
sanctuary and forest preserve for the benefit and
be
enjoyiueut of the people, and shall hereafter
known as the President's Forest."
"The President's Forest," If this resolution is
passed by both houses, will therefore be the name
of approximately 500,000 acres of timber forever
et aside for the people and forever barred to
homesteader, miner, stockuian, lumberman,
resident, hunter and trapper. Under the present
form of the resolution control will remuln In the
forest service of the Agricultural department,
which controls the Kaibab National forest and all
national forests. To all Intents and purposes the
forest will be a part of the Grand Canyon National
park, which runs into It on the south and Is In
charge of the national park service of the Interior
department.
So "The President's Forest," Is something new.
The name, for one thing, Is new, And why "The
President's Forest"?
Because the United States Is a nation governed
by laws rather thun by men. Presidents come
end presidents go. As long as there is a United
States there will be a president. And as long as
there Is a president there will be "The President's
Forest,"
And "The President's Forest" Is new In form
too. There's nothing just like It. It's nearest In
form to a national park. It has size, majesty and
beauty. Private and commercial Interests are
barred. It Is a game sanctuary. It is purely "for
he benefit and enjoyment of the people." All of
which closely describe n national park.
Certii.'nly It is far removed in form from a national forest. The national forests, as established
by law, are purely commercial and Industrial Initiations for the application for profit of scientific lumbering und grazing to the nation's wood-lotthough us a mutter of fuct there Is Instead
of a profit an annual deficit of a million and more
and the forest service is exploiting the national
forests as recreationul rivals to national parks.
Anyway, "The President's Forest" will be one forest where the forest service cannot Insist upon
trying to combine cattle and campers,
and
sheep and tourists. Cattle
In a wild beuuty spot are a calamity; Bheep are
A catastrophe.
The movement to create "The President's Format" has a significance that gladdens the nature-loveheurt. It betokens an increasing national
appreciation of the value of scenery as a natural
resource, as a national asset. It betokens an increasing national consciousness that it I3 not well
to lay the ax to every forest, to turn the cattle
and sheep loose on the shrubs and flowers of every wild beauty spot.
The Kulbub National forest Is approximately
40 miles squure, and contains 1,072,'JOO acres. It
stands on the Kaibab plateau, which rises up from
he desert that surrounds It on the north, east and
west and slopes down to 8,000 feet at the North
Xlm of the Grand canyon.
'The President's Forest" Is the east half of the
Kalbub Kntlonal forest. The northwest part of
"The President's Forest" shoulders up on to Buck-akimountain. So there are mountains and valleys covered with gnarled
juniper aud
pinon and with majestic western yellow pine
are
three and four feet through and rise
which
100 feet. Tiiere Is some Douglas fir and some
pruce. Itavines are clad with the lighter green
f the aspen which changes to vivid yellow, gold
nd red In the full. In the little parks within the
forest the trees stop half-wadown the rimming
elope and leave room for white clover, grass and
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National

was the original suggestion

that the President should create

"The President's Forest" by ex
ecutive - order. The President
however, preferred action by
congress to insure permanency,
Hence the joint resolution. Senator Smoot was pleased to Intro
duce the resolution. Utah is treexmendously interested In the
ploitation of the region north
of the Grand canyon. Senator
Smoot says it is a "wonderland." It Is Indeed a
land of scenic beauties, of geological marvels, of
strange contrasts, of romantic Mstory.
The High plateau of Utah is divided by canyons
Into nine distinct plateaus which drop the surface
In successive cliffs from nearly the summit-leve- l
of the Wasatch mountains to the desert out of
which rises the Kaibab plateau. These cliffs expose In turn strata representing many millions
of years of
They curve and twist
In funtastlc outlines. They iakeevery possible
eroslonal form, They literally run the gamut of
color and shade and tint.
There Is no space here for detailed description
of the Pink cliff, the White cliff and the Vermilion cliff j of the great Hurricane fault, the Natural
bridges and tne Italnbow bridge; of the Painted
desert; of Lee's ferry across the Colorado, where
John D. Lee hid out for 20 years after the Mountain Meadows massacre; of Utah's "Dixie", land
of cotton and
fruits; of the variegated hills of sediment from a prehistoric sea along
the Pariah river where are gold and fren mercury.
d
Zlon National park a deep,
gorge
cut In the plateau by the Rio Virgin is famous.
Cedar breaks, a marvel of eroslonal forms aud
stratified color, Is yet to be seen by the public,
niche In the top of
Bryce canyon, a thousand-foo- t
the Pink cliff, an amphitheater-lik- e
canyon showing an endless variety of eroslonal forms painted
In every color, shade and tint of the artist's palette, is one of the most gorgeous swctacles of the
world.
Southern Utah and northern Arizona are working
together to exploit this land of wonders. A branch
railroad is likely to be run from Lund to Cedar
City; the steel may be extended from Marysvale
to Pangultch. Cedar breaks, Bryce canyon, Zion
pud "The President's Forest" are to be connected
ky automobile highways over the routes Indicated
by the broken lines, according to present plans,
A bridge across the Colorado at Lee's ferry is
highways to
planned. Two of the Colorado-Utabe constructed by Colorado under the federal aid
plan will strike southern Utah, thus connecting
this region with Mesa Verde and Rocky Mountain
National parks.
There Is a bill In congress to make Bryce canyon
the Utah National park. It Is more likely to be
made a state park. Cedar breaks may be added
to Zlon National park.
So there will soon be thousands of tourists
pushing from the north to the North Rim there
were 1,200 last season. And now that the Kaibab
Suspension bridge has been built across the Colorado in the Grand canyon a large proportion of
South Rim visitors of whom there were 66,218
last year will cross to the North Rim. On the
North RIm there Is scant room for the public within the national park lines. Hence the need of
"The President's Forest."
"In these circumstances," asks Mr. Average
Man, "why not make 'The President's Forest' a
part of the Grand Canyon National park?"
"Because It can't be done," answers the experienced national park enthusiast, "at least not now.
The people will be lucky to muster enough votes
In congress to get the Joint resolution through.
The Agricultural department and the forest service as usual would fight to the last ditch to prevent the transfer of national forest land to a national park and the Interior department and the
national park service. Huh! Didn't Theodore
Roosevelt make the Grand canyon a national monument January 11, 1908, with the idea that it
would be made a national park at once In response
demand? But the monument
to the nation-wid- e
was put in charge of the Agricultural department
Instead of being transferred to the Interior deAnd didn't it take the people just
partment.
eleven years, one month and fifteen days from
January 11., 1908, to get their Grand Canyon National park? Verb. sap. !"
One enthusiast writes of 'The President's Forest" as "the grandest natural work of Almighty
Ood nw left in all the world." Suffice It to say
that as a forest It Is a worthy companion to the
Grand Canyon the Canyon of Canyon
world-buildin-

V
flowers and for wild strawberries about a spring.
KaiThis vast, remote, rugged, heavily-timbere- d
bab National forest is still a wild place In spite of
the fact that thousands of cattle and sheep have
been grazing In it for years. It Is still so wild
that there ore nt least 10,000 black-tol- l
deer In it,
though they shrink In disgust from the cattle and
sheep. There are many mountain Hons that live
on the deer.
This Is the way Senator Smoot's joint resolution came to be Introduced:
Stephen T. Mather,
director of the national park service, drove from
the north through the Kalbub Nutlonal forest to
the North Kim of the Grand canyon. Upon his
return to Washington he wrote the following letter to President Harding:
Dear Mr.

President:
Last summer I visited the wonderful country at
Rim of the Grand canyon and was prothp North
foundly Impressed with the splendfd forest and th
extraordinary display of wild life to be found there.
This region has been so Isolated from transportation
centers that it has remained almost untouched, and
Is one of the very largest areas of virgin forest In
the country.
It is reliably estimated that there are
some thirteen thousand deer in the Kaibab National
foreBt.
I was

accompanied by Mr. Emerson Hough, the
n
writer, who suggested for this splendid
tract the name of "The President's Forest."
A few weeks later In Los Angeles I met Mr. E.
J. Marshall, president of the Uiand Canyon Cattle
company, the corporation which has conducted cattle
grazing operations In this forest for a number of
years, and was very much gratified to find a ready
and enthusiastic response to the Idea of maintaining
this region solely as a game preserve and for public
enjoyment. Since then he has very generously made
the offer which I have the honor of transmitting to
you In the accompanying letter. This offer means a
very real sacrifice on the part of the Grand Canyon
Cattle company In abandoning the Improvements
which they made and relinquishing the prospect of a
considerable profit from their operation.
Mr. Mar-- '
sliall's other Interests, however, are considerable, and
he cheerfully makes this sacrifice In a truly public-spirite- d
manner.
May I express the hope, Mr. President, that you
an opportunity of visiting the President's
find
may
Forest yourself and feeling the Inspiration of Its vast-nes- s
and unspoiled beauty.
The leter of Mr. Marshall to President Harding
Is In part as follows :
The Grand Canyon Cattle company, a California
corporation, has been operating here for a number of
years under leases from the United States forest serv-icand during that time has made extensive and
valuable improvements, particularly In the development of water supply and tho erection of stone cat-ti- e
camp buildings. The company owns certain patented tracts of land within the boundaries of the forest reservation and several tracts of located scrip
lands In the Immediate vicinity. At the present time
we are grazing a herd of breeding cattle, numbering
about 4,600 head, under permit from the forest service.
We desire to register our willingness to vacate and
abandon the Kaibab forest reservation and the public lands Immediately adjoining to the east thereof,
recognizing that by so doing the purposes of former
President Roosevelt In establishing a game preserve
here could be more completely fulfilled, and making
the entire region avlalable for the public enjoyment
Our only request Is that a reasonable time be given
the company to dispose of and move Its livestock and
other personal property, and that In recognition of our
action such grazing permits be not hereafter Issued
to other livestock Interests In the area now covered by
our permit.
Arrangements have been made through private Individuals for acquiring the company's patented land
holdings, which are to be presented to the United
States without cost to the government.

semi-tropic-

presented
program
for development, through direct and indirect subsidies, of the American mer
chant marine, and Immediately after
he hnd outlined his views steps were
taken to translate Ills recommendations
into legislation. .
Bills embodying the administration
policy were introduced simultaneously
before the President hnd left the cap
ital and arrangements were made for
early committee consideration. Joint
hearings by the Senate commerce and.
the House merchant marine committees
to which the bills were referred, were
proposed by Senator Jones, Republic
an, W nshington, chairman of the for
mer. The bill 1ms been taken up by
the Senate committee and soon also by
the House committee.
In addressing the joint session
of
Congress, the President declared that
the policy of the government operation
of its merchant ships hnd been demon
strated , to he "fundamentally wrong
and practically impossible." He pro
posed the sale even at an admitted
sacrifice of the givernnient fleet bull:
during the war and the granting of the
direct and Indirect subsidies, together
with other aid, to private ship opep
ators.
xnis program, tne President ex
plained, was advanced In lieu of Inef
fective provisions of existing laws de
signed to aid shipping. These Included
the "subvention," or tariff rebate, pro
vided for Imports In American vessel
by the present tariff law, which Is In
operative because of "the most favored
nation" clauses of commercial treaties.
The President reiterated that he did
not Intend to renounce these treaties,
as provided In the Jones shipping act
of 1920 an act which would make the
tariff subvention Inoperative because,
he said, "It would lead to endless em
barrassment" and invite disturbance
of cordial commerce relations.
Administration leaders In Congress
later sold that no attempt would be
made to repeal the treaty abrogation
clause of the Jones act, but that the
new program would be pressed and
the treaty abrogation provision left on
the statute books.
The President also reiterated his ap
Law
proval of the Great Lakes-St- .
rence rose and applauded at length
when he entered and left the house
chamber.
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House Holds Memorial Services.
Washington. The House held me
morial services Feb. 26 for two of Its
members who died during the last
year, William E. Mason, representa- from Illinois, and Samuel
M. Taylor of the Sixth Arkansa
district.
Will Publish Retail Price Probe.
Washington. Results of the govern
ment's Investigation Into the retail
prices charged for necessities In vari
ous parts of the country will be made
soon . by Attorney General
public
Daugherty.

Five More Brokers Bankrupt.
New York. Financial troubles over
took five more brokerage houses in
WalU street
recently.
Involuntary
bankruptcy petitions were filed against
C.
W.
while
Starbuck it
a fifth,
four,
Co., made a voluntary assignment for
the benefit of 'creditors. These fail
ures brought the total since last NoThe firm of
vember to thirty-five- .
Mosher & Wallace wus the first to go
down, its suspension from the Consolidated Stock exchange being fol
lowed by the filing of a bankruptcy
petition in Federal Court.
Senate Turns Down Amendment.
Washington. Divided virtually on
party lines, the Senate refused to
amend the Yap treaty in the first tet
of strength on any question affecting
the international covenants negotiated
during the Washington conference.
The vote was 50 to 23. Only two Republicans, Borah of Idaho, and Franc
of Maryland, supported the proposal
and only four Democrats, Underwood,
Alabama; Pomerene, Ohio; Williams
of Mississippi, and Myers of Montana,
voted against it.
'

Landis Leaves Federal Bench.
With a tear in his eye,
Kenesaw Mountain Landis walked out
of the federal building a private citizen after seventeen years as United
States judge for the northern district
of Illinois. The famous jurist, who
resigned, will devote his tltne
to the position of baseball commissioner. Judge Landis swung through the
first part of his final day on the
bench In characteristic
fashion, disposing of nearly a dozen cases In a
typical Landis manner.
Chicago.
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RADICAL CHANGE

Strong Probability That Possessor of
the More Expensive Suit Had
the Right Idea.
Two negro boys in a Southern city
met on the street, each wearing a new
suit. One asked : "How much do they
set you back full, deni do's?"
"Fo'ty dolluhs," was the response.
"Fo'ty dolluhs?"
"Yes, sub fo'ty dolluhs."
"Look ut me," said the first. "I'se
got on a suit vv'at's mos' perzactly like
yourn, and I don't pay but ten dolfah
full mine. Somebody shore flimflamined.
you.
The possessor of the $40 suit took
hold of one of the coat sleeves of the
$10 suit and pulled on It. It stretched.
Then, straightening up, he snid: "See
here, boy, the fust big rain yo' gets
ketehed out In dut cout of yourn Is
gwlne to say : 'Good-by- ,
nlggah ! Front
now on I'se gwlne be yo' vest!"

Judge.
Number, Please?
The man who had struck one of
those rare,
par
ties and didn't wunt to leave it had
made two unsuccessful attempts to
get Into the telephone booth, the third
time negotiating It like a ferry going
In to a strange slip.
his
nickel In.
"H'llo, h'llo, h'llo," he cried, "Say,
gimme Line's busy, thassa good girl.
H'llo, whassat? Lin's busy? Aw right."
He staggered out.
"Lord knows I tried to get her any
way," he murmured. American Legion
s

Weekly.
Names for Cars.
Girls' names for automobiles Is the
newest fad In Paris. "Come for a ride
with Geraldlne," Is the Invitation, and:
you find the world "Geraldlne" neatly
scrolled under the windshield. SlmIInr-- l
ly, "Alice Mary" is to be taken out to;
tea, and Instead of a girl friend It Is a
ctfr.
The road of propaganda would be
roiiffher If It wasn't for "tlicv- - snv."l

FIFTY YEARS AGO

young man who practiced medicine

in Pennsylvania became famous and
In consultation In many
towns and cities because of his suc
cess In the treatment of disease. This
was Dr. Pierce, who finally made up
his mind to place some of his medicines before the public, and moving to
Buffalo, N. Y, put up what he called
his "Favorite Prescription," and placed
It with the druggists In every state.
Dr, Pierce s Favorite Prescription has
long been recognized as a tonic for diseases peculiar to womankind. After suf
fering pain, feeling nervous, dizzy, weak
and dragged-dowby weaknesses of
her sex a woman is quickly restored
to health by Its use. Thousands of
women testify that Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription has entirely eradicated
their distressing ailments.
More recently that wonderful flIscov
(for
ery of Dr. Pierce s, called
kidneys and backache), has been suo
thousands
who
used
by
many
cessfully
write Dr. Pierce of the benefits received that their backaclieTheuma
tlsm, and other symptoms of uric acid
deposits In joints or muscles have been
completely conquered by Its use,
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N, T
for trial pkg. of any of his remedies,
or write for tree medical advice.
was1 called

n

An-ur- lc

THE RESERVE

breakers ahead these things plunge
us Into gloom.
And we, in our turn, pass the gloom
For our friends, seeing the
along.
black and forebodlHg faces that we
wear, grow gloomy too.
man In an office
One
will sometimes spoil the day for the
entire working force.
One croaker on board a ship In a
storm may send the whole passenger
list into something very like a punlc.
Nobody loves a gloomy man but
everybody listens to him and looks
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Something to Think About

I

Bq F.

A. WALKER
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"YES" AND "XO"

mere pigmies In the world's vocabulary,
they are really veritable giants, terIn their wrath, but cheering, connHESE two little words, yes and rible and
Inspiring in their love.
no, with which men have been soling
wrestling for apes, are vocables of
It matters not how exalted or lowly
enormous meaning, capable of settling
all the simple and complex problems you are, or whether you be rich or
poor,, strong or weak, you cannot at
In life, when used with utmost wisdom
any time in your dealings with others
and likewise with utmost caution.
In Washington, the statesmen who afford to summon up "yes" or "no"
were debuting and' adjusting the ques- without first giving serious thought of
tion
of limited armament found what may likely follow.
In all circumstances It will be found
it difficult at times to apply "yes" and
"no" to the Interrogations
which advisable to use nslther word until
naturally arose In the discussion, and you are absolutely sure of your ground
and know your own heart.
In which the whole world Is vitally InDo that In all sincerity, and "yes"
terested.
and "no" will be found faithful friends.
(Copyright.)
To use these monosyllables
at the
O
right time and In the proper place Is
the earnest wish of every
man or woman who would have "peace
on earth."
and good-wi.
..
,. ,., ...... 1.
I .. i .

at

1

T

guidance.
How many lives of promising young
men and women have been blighted
by the indiscriminate playing of "yes"
and "no"?
How many nations have gone to war
through the utterance In anger of a
ruthless "yes" when a complacent "no"
authoritatively spoken, might have
saved millions of precious lives, untold sorrows and inestimable treasure?

He or she who makes merry with
these small words without giving
thought to the Immensity of their
er-- to create or destroy, Is risking
everything in this life, and possibly
In the life to come.
Though these words may seem but

Sense

?oy,

.
him.
The prophet of evil is never without

BLAKE

11

Lhe rrtendly

though wo are reasonably
that the sun Is still In the
sky, a cloudy day depresses us. Most
of us suffer from a feeling of foreboding even on a clear day, when a cloud
comes between us and the distant Are
that lights and warms the world.
We are similarly sensitive to nil the
little troubles of our lives te anything that disturbs our regularly or'
dered existence.
A temporary Illness a suspicion
that there are some kind of business
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DOING THINGS RIGHT
IT'LL DO!"
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many times
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do you sup

pose you hnve heard this sentence
6Poken by those who should know better? How often have you said the
same thing yourself when you knew
that you'd never be entirely satisfied
d
when you announced your
okeh?
Things are either right or they're
There can't be any half-wa- y
wrong.
ground if one wishes to enjoy to the
fullest, his own handiwork or the happiness of knowing that he has done a
e for mankind. Whenvaluable
ever a
quits laboring at anything beforeMhe job is entirely satisfactorily finished, there is certain to
fallow disappointment and a sense of
resentment against one's own carelessness. And whenever one In authority
okehs the work done by others by saving that "It'll do," neither he nor those
engaged on the Job will ever be
pleased as greatly as If the task had
been perfectly done.
One of the chief rensons why many
go through life unhappy and complain of their rough pathways, Is the
Inclination they display by aiming too
often for "what'll do" rather than aiming constantly for the very best.

t

Fortunately there is a growing tento demand perfect goods and
perfect work. There hag been entirely
too mfito imperfection In both finished
materials and in the way work Is done.
But, perhaps, after all this has been a
good thing. If It has caused an
awakening to a sense of the Importance of absolute perfection, the dlffl- -

of

the very wealthy.

Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
All that is necessary is just Alabastine, the same nationally accepted wall tint which for forty years
the same sanitary,
has been used in homes, apartments, offices and public buildings of all kinds
durable, economical and artistic wall coating sold by lhe best stores and used by the best decorators.
With Alabastine, regularly applied you get the exact color to match your rugs and draperies. Through
the
you obtain a combination of colors most pleasing and satisfactory.
Before decorating ask to see samples of the
Alabastine-Opaline-Proce-

Alabastine-Opaline-Proces-s.

The Alabastine
Company
Rapid,
Grand

Michigan

DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSION
Something to Be Thankful For.
Helen, age seven, sat In the rear sent
went
while
he
of father's automobile
Up to the Reader as .to the Proper
shopping in a department store. Fu-thIdentification of the Wise and
hud not noticed that he had
the Foolish Virgins. parked his machine where there was
supposed to be "no parking." It all
At a colored camp meeting In Louisihappened before the change In admin ana the following sermon was delivistration.
ered by a very black old durky, wearSo, when he returned to his auto ing huge spectacles:
mobile, Helen was busily ergnged In
"Brethren and slstren, de prenchify-In- g
scratching a sticker olt the
dls mnwnin' will be from de text on
de ten virgins. De bridegroom war
old
"Dady, thnt
naughty pollcemrins
and 'spectin' deni ten virgins
stuck thnt paper there," rim confided. to he ready wlf dire lamps all trlinned
lie
be
arrived
Duddy was glnd that
ami
but, lo, when lie was
fore it was all scratched awn.v.
come he done foun' dnt on'y five of
de virgins war ready; yes, sir, five was
Important to Mothers
trimmed and five was ontrlinined ; flic
Hiamlne carefully every bottle of was wise and five was ornvlse; fly
old
A.
fnmous
remedy
that
CASTOR!
for Infanta and children, and see that It was ready and live was onready ; five
was mule and Ave was female."

Had Millions Under

cultles the world has experienced may
prove only a small price to pay for bet.

tcr

tilings.
No one can ever get the greatest

KIDDIES

SIX

possible enjoyment from the things he
is doing if he Is doing them
nor will he be Inclined to do
the best work when he Is In thnt state
of mind. It is, therefore, essential to
THREE 0' MINE
ones happiness tnnt ne euner worn
and Sunny Hair,
toward perfection In what he Is doing,
or else engage himself In something
more to his liking which he can be Two beside my easy chair
And one upon my knee.
sure to do well.
Thus the evenings come and go
(Copyright.)
Till Mr. Sandman's call
Sets three wee heads to nodding low
And tired eyelids fall.
"This Is the way to Sleepytown
Jump Into bed and cuddle down I"

Arm.

According to otllclal figures given
out by the War department at Washington, the total strength of theCnitedr
States nrmy when hostilities ceased in
the World war was 3,704,677 wen.
Of that number 2,2:K),000 had twr
sent to France, Italy und Russia,
while the remainder were under anna
In various camps in the United State.

Mothers!?

Write for 32- Page Bookletr-'Mother-

of

the World"
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Enlisted for Life.
"Why not go with' us on this huntThe
ing trip, Kill?"
Loomrrottucts
"Can't get a furlough."
i
wkKUct
Showing Up Aunt Elsa.
BubyCarriages&Funutuw
You're
out of the
"Nonsense.
Little Dorothy hud just returned
Unmaimt.
TT
r
11119 coupon
use fL;.
i.nd mm n
from a short visit to her Aunt Elsa nrmy."
"But I'm married now and still doIn Washington when the minister ninde
World.1
kitchen police."
his annual call upon her very religious ing
Num..
AMCt.l
mother. After her mother hud flut- StTM
that come home to roost
Chickens
Mich.
leringly seated him on the plush sofa have more sense than some men.
J1)
Stall..
Jr C117
in front of the fire, the minister turned
to Dorothy.
"Well, my dear, did you have a nice
time at, your Aunt Elsa's?"
"Oh,
replied
Dorothy,
yethir,"
promptly. "I had a lovely time."
"Well well, and what did you do?"
,
pursued the minister.
"Oh, I went to the loveliest Thundny
thchool! The music played, the shade
went up and all the glrlth danced."

S
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Judge.
Don't aim too high or you will miss
the good things of life a little lower
down.

fgft
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EYES-O'-BItOW-

MOTHER'S
COOK BOOK

wants "an'mal tales,"

n

Of bears and woolly things ;
While Sunny Hair most loudly walls
For whirr of fairy wings.
But
just winks
His laughing eyes at me
I wonder what the young man thinks
Perched there upon my knee?
"So sing hey ho for Sleepytown
Jump into bed and cuddle down!"

squares. Place a canned
apricot drained from the sirup in the
center of each square. Bring the pastry
together at the corners, turn the points Once there was a big black bear"
Two pairs of eyes grow bright ;
back and pinch to form a box base.
Place on baking sheet and bake until Two forms press closer to my chair
FOR-TFAMILY
FOOD
As if to banish fright.
delicately browned. Two minutes before removing from the oven top with And once there was a brove young
even
fashioned cooky thnt
boy"
munslimallow.
ANtheOLDgrownups
will ask for is: a
Then dimpled faces shine.
While I with fairy lore add Joy
Meadow Inn Cookies.
'
Stew.
To those sweet tots of mine.
iWork one cupful of shortening into
Into a large pot put one large fowl But
Just crows
one cupful of migar, then add one cupor a rabbit, neatly Jointed, cover with Till off to Sleepytown he goes.
ful of molnsses, two tablespoonfuls
two quarts of water, add three sliced
of vinegar, two teaspoonfuls of soda
1
me down to sleep"
f
onions, one and
pints of lima "Now lay
sour
of
one
In
dissolved
tablespoonful
The
prayers are said.
or less, if the family is small;
beans
cold
of
milk, and three tablespoonfuls
of tomatoes with salt and pep- The fleecy clouds of slumber creep
a
pint
mix
beaten
well
coffee. Add one
egg,
Above each little head.
to taste. Cook slowly until the
and sift three cupfuls of flour with one per
and Sunny Hair,
can of corn and
a
add
is
meat
tender,
teaspoonful each of allspice and ginger. some hot boiled potatoes. Serve from
And
over
Mix all together and let stand
God guard and keep from ev'ry care
the casserole.
night. In the morning roll to
My little ones for me.
1823, Western Newspaper Union.
Copyright,
Inch in thickness.
Sprinkle
Safe In the shades of Sleepytown
o
with sugar and cut with a cooky cutTucked In bed and the light turned
Songs and Laws.
ter dlpn,e4ln flour. Bake in a moderdown.
'
ate oven. "Let me write the songs of a nation
(Copyright.)
n
.
makes
who
the
not
laws."
O- care
I
and
some
of
the
The New Testament was first di
Pattdona Pies.
songs
"Well, at that
have more sense to them than some of vided Into verses by Robert Stevens, a
Roll out plain paste to
French printer, in 163".
of an Inch la thickness and cut In the laws."
Spite of the clouds that hide
Th sunse: glow,
In faith I see
Dawn's ecstacy.
I do not Jrust;
I knot's
L. L.

the exclusive privilege

Bears tbe
Signature
In Use for Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

jmJ

dency

Tiffanized walls formerly

gloom.
It Is a burden on life, a menace to
human hnppiness. If you are a gloom
addict, change your mode of thought.
You are as much of a menace to the
community in which you move as was
"Typhoid Mary" to hers.
(Copyright.) -
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good decorator can do the work neady all stores dealing in
Af Daints
can supply the material anyone can now afford to have

tire family and usually drives the
children out on the streets, where at
least there Is air and sunshine, and
maybe now and tnen a hurdy-gurdThe reason the Jazz Is popular, that
the comic supplement sells by the million copies, and that the comedian gets
a thousand dollars a week Is because
we will do anything to get rid of

EVEN

11

ml
Beautiful walls! Harmonies never before imagined! A
blending of tints and tones, a magic interweaving of
colors which will transform your walla into a rich
fabric unsurpassed in its charm and cheerfulness and
at a cost well within your means.

We all need sunshine and a gjeat
deal of It.
It is not necessary to go about continually telling people how happy .we
are, like Pollyannn, but we can at
least keep our trouble to ourself, and
not look as If we were limping along
toward the grave or the gallows.
The gloomy man or woman In a
home destroys the happiness of an en-
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earth.
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Continual gloom is not good for the
soul, any more than continual shadow
would be good for the green anl blossoming things upon the surface of the

GL003I IS CATCHING

A I

NEW

sanity.

Uncommon

.

wlien dissension is rife and righteous
ness seems to be tumbling noisily like
mountains In an earthquake, requires
the wisdom of Solomon and the patience of Job, accompanied with divine

d

an audience.
Poe, in his remarkable poem shows
how the raven, by croaking the wora
"nevermore" was able to drive a luckless poet almost to the verge of in-

d
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ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

four-inc- h

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it as our honest
belief that the tobaccos used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better

taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.
Liggttt & Myiri Tobacco Ct.

HE

one-hal-

good-nig-
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hesterfield
CIGARETTES

of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos

blended
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Strayed or Stolen

til

From the Montosa Pasture

n

O

One sorrel mule, wt 1050

o

ao

Branded 7'
Address Montosa

Sister Says- -

Madalena.
How about
i

like candy. I like it best when
I get the kind I go for and sec it
put into the package fresh and
clean from the showcase.'' ,
We also know that we cannot be
too particular about the candy we
sell and the way we keep it. So sister shows good judgment in coming here to malic her purchases.

Chocolates

and

N. M.

that car. Is it sick

see Dr. Hill,
he sure does the woik.
so

House

and

Jail

Bonds for the purpose of
Federal Aid and Forest
Road Projects, and Bunds
Purpose of Constiucting
of public toads and
in Catron County, State
Mexico:
Notice is heiuby given that

tht-rixe- r,

select the right box holding just the riht
assortment of hard or soft fillings or both.
quantity

prices for candy needed for patties, bazars,
and special occasions of all kinds.

Bonds;

meeting
Reserve
for the
and

bridges
of New

the

rte

or

Purest Confections
M.
Reserve.
N.

u
o
a
o
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date, but redeemable, at the option of
Ihe county, twenty years from date
Ninety Thousand IMIars (!0,000,00)
of FeJeial Aid and Forest Reserve
Proje.t liondf, bearing interest at Ihe
rate of five per cent per annum, payable in thirty years (rem date, but
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from date.
Twenty-fivThousand Dollars
(25,000.00) of Bonds lor the construction and repairing of public roads and
briJges in Catron County, State of
New Mexico, bearing inteiest at the
rate of six per cent per annum, and
paynble thirty yen is from date, but
redeemable at the oplion of ihe county
twenty years from date.
No bids shall be considered for less
than 90 per cent on the dollar and
the undersigned reseives the light to
reject any arid all bids received.
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this

Lathe Work

General Repairing,

Welding-Gas-

Oxy-Acetyle-

,

Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
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HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

STEAM HEATED

Hotel Aragoh

'J
HERMAN 'A. FUNKE, Proprietor

We Use Every Effort to Pit ase Our
The

Bnst Meals and Dining

Patrons

Room Service

MAKK IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

WHEN

YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

EAT AT THE

agdaiena Cafe

Courteous Treatment
the Delicaces that the Market Affords

Gi'i'ri Service
All

WE APPRECIATE AVD WANT YOOjl PATRONAGE

WW WW WW WW VW W WW

Reserve Pool Hall
liitftfins

&

McAfee, Proprietors

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

ji

4
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p'easant place tn

',.''' WW

Bpend a leisure hour or two
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To whom It may concern:
Notice is hereby given that an in- stiument purporting to be the last
will and testament of William J.
Andrus, deceased, ha.i been filed for1
probate in the Probate Court of Catron
County, New Mexico, and that by
order of said court, the 27th day of
March, A. D., 1H22, at the hour of
10 o'clock A. M.', of said day, in the
the court, room of said court in the
city of Reserve, Catron County, New
Mexico, is the dv, time and place let
tor hearing proof on said last will and

testament.
THEREFORE, any person or persons
wishing to enter objections to the
probate of said last will and testament are hereby notified to tile their
objections in the office of the County
Clerk of Catron County, New Mexico
n or before the time set for said
heating
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
31st day of Januaiy, A. D. 19z2
A.
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T. C. Turk, Reserve,

o

Resident Born Dealer
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Bl'XTON & MADDEN
Lawyers
OFF1CESSOCORRO

-

MAGDALENA

Fitch ISldg.
Wilson Bldg.
Practice In all the Courts

Home Lime
I have now on hand home
burned lime and will deliver same
in Reserve at $25 a ton. This
is just w hat it eost to freight
lime from the railroad besides
the purchase price there.
Jacobo Jiron.

CAL

Ahorh tengo en mano sufiri-entCal en cualquief cantidad
-- h day of Maich,
11)22.
neseciten
por $25 00 tonel
que
August Kiehne,
er
es justa-triTieasurer.
Reserve,
puesta
Ciunty
rite e! urecio que se paga rie
flete de Majrdalena, a esta lugar,
In the Probate Court of Catron
salvandole al eonsumidor el pre-ci- o
County, Slate of New Mexico.
que se tiene que pagar por la
In th? Matter of the Last Will and
Testament of William J. Andrus, cal en Magdalena, garantizo de
deceased.
oar completa satisfaction y de
NOTICE.
venderles de primera clase.

Phone No. 3

A. G. HILL, Manager.
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o
o
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lower prices, without sacrificing anything in quality; large sales volume
makes this possible.
Come in while woolen stocks are complete and see the really fine clothes we
offer, tailored as you like, at your
preferred price

m

e

The Reserve Garage

aO

The Born line meets the demand for

aO

county tumurer of the
bounty of Catron, in the State of
Vew Mexico, will on, Thursday, April
oth, 1922, at the hour of three o clock
ii ihe afternoon of said day, at h'S
.fhee in Reserve, New Mexico, off pi
or sale and sell to Ihe highest bidder
. V.rcash,
the following described bonds;
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15 00.00)
urt House and Jail Bonds, bearing
interest at the
of six per cent per
annum, payable in thirty years inm

of package confectionery can be
secured here. We can help you

Gaunt's Pharmacy,

Co.

NOTICE OF SALE

Boh Bons

will be glad to quote special

ailitg. If

Court

The best of the advertised brands

We

Shep

o
o
po

What do you consider a fair
price for a good suit? Name
the figure and let us show you
how much quality it will buy
in a suit "Tailored by Born"

O
D

Ope brown mule wt 1000

"I

1
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Are You Looking
For Bargains
:- -:

We have them in every

department

and can supply your every need

New Goods Arriving Daily
Low Prices All the TIME

W

Jao'h" Jiron.
Notice to Ex Service Men
All
men desiring dental
examination and treatment should apply
by hist sending in name and dischrage
number. When authority for examination is received you will be notified.
L. A. Je;en, D. D. S.,
Designated Dentist, U. S. P. H.

MAGDALENA

MERCANTILE

MAGDALENA,

NEW

COMPANY

MEXICO

SI

$230 Drop on
FORDSON TRACTOR

D. CHAVEZ,

County Clerk
Corte de Pruebas del Condado de
Catron, Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
iin el Asunto del Testamento y
Ultima Voluntad de William J.
Andrus, Finado.
Kn la

AV1ZO.

quienes estas piesentes conciernan:
Avizo as por esta dado que un intruinento apareciendo de ser la ultima
...luntad y testamento de William J.
Vndrus, iitrado, ha sido, protocobido
ara prueba en la corte de Pruebas
;el Condado de Catron, Estudo de
Nuevo Mexico, y que por orden de la
licha Corte el dia 27 de Marat, A. D.
.922', A las de 10 de la Mamma de
Jicho dia en el cuarto de la corte de
dicha corte en Ta euidad de Reserve,
oondado de Catron Nuevo Mexico es
el dia tiempo y lugar que se ha fijado
para dar ordo y atender las pruebas
de dicho testamento y ultima voluntad
POR LO TANTO, Cualquier per
sona oh personaa que desee de entrar
objecion a la aprobacion de dicho tes
tamento y ultima voluntad son por
eBta mutiheados de protocolar sub ob- jeciones en la oticina del Escribano
de Condado del Condado de Catron,
Estado de Nuevo Mexico, en o antes
del tiempo que se ha puesto para dar
atencion a tal causa.
Fechado en Reserve, Nuevo Mexico
este dia 31 de Eneio, A. D. 1922
A. T. CHAVEZ,
escribano
Escribano y
de la corte dc Piuebus
-

0)'

. Price

effective today

:

F. 0. B. Detroit

$395.00
Magdalena Price $476.75
Gome and see us about it

OCEAN TO OCEAN GARAGE
Magdakna,
s

Incorporated

New Mexico

